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TAP 3

FOREWORD

The Training Accreditation Program (TAP)establishes the objectives andcriteriaagainst which DOE nu-
clear facility training is evaluated to determine its readiness for accreditation. Training programs are
evaluated against the accreditation objectives and criteria by facility personnel during the initial self-
evaluation process. From this serf-evaluation, action plans are made by the contractorto addressthe scope
of worknecessary, in order to upgrade any deficiencies noted. This scope of work must be formally docu-
mented in the TrainingProgram Accreditation Plan.

Upon completion of the efforts outlined in the plan, a second serf--evaluationis conducted using the ac-
creditation objectives and criteria. The results of this evaluation are documented in the Contractor Self-
Evaluation Report (CSER).

Following acceptance of the Contractor Self-Evaluation Report an Accreditation Review Team will eval-
uate the training programs requiting accreditation.

This Training Program Support Manual, (TAP 3), has been developed to assist the contractorin prepara-
tion of the initial Self-Evaluation Report,Training ProgramAccreditation Plan and theCSER. Use of this
manual will provide consistency in format and content, and will aid in the development and review of the
reports by DOE andits contractors.
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TAP 3

CHAPTER I
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION

AND REPORT GUIDELINES
INTRODUCTION

The Training AccreditationProgram(TAP)establishes theobjectives and criteriaagainst which DOE nu-
clear facility training is evaluated, to determine its readiness for accreditation. Training programs arc
evaluated against the accreditation objectives and criteria by facility personnel, during the initial self-
evaluation process. From this self-evaluation, action plans aremadeby the contractorto addressthe scope
of work necessary, in orderto upgrade any deficiencies noted. This scope of work must be formally docu-
mented in the TrainingProgramAccreditation Plan. When reviewed andapprovedby the responsiblePro-
gramSecretarialOfficer, concurrence is obtained from NE-1. Thisplan thenbecomes the documentwhich
guides accreditationefforts for the contractor.

Upon completion of the efforts outlined in the plan, a second self-evaluation is conducted using the ac-
creditation objectives and criteria. The results of this evaluation are documented in the Contractor Self-
Evaluation Report (CSER). This report will address a single program (e.g., Instrument and Control
Technician) as outlined in TAP 1, Chapter I, "Scope." It also will provide a written explanation of how each
objective and the supportingcriteriaaremet.

This _ralnlng Program Support Manual, (TAP 3), has been developed to assist the contractorin prepara-
tion of the initial Self-Evaluation Report,TrainingProgram Accreditation Plan and the CSER. Use of thi_

- manual will provide consistency in format and content, and wtU aid in the development and review of the
reports by DOE and its contractors. It is expected that variations will be requiredto meet specific facility
situations. If variations are required,the TAP Staff can provide guidance duringpreparationof the CSER.

For case of reference the objectives and criteria in this document are numbered as they are found in
TAP 1, =-'haptcrII, "Accreditation Objectives and Criteria."
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INITIAL SELF-EVALUATION
I

Conducting the initial self-evaluation is a team effort requiring proper plar_ng and preparation. Before
beginning the self--evaluation, all participants in the training process should be familiar with the accredita-
tion objectives and criteria and the accreditation process, and should be knowledgeable about their roles in
the self-evaluation.

It is important at this stage that a facility commit to a thorough and critical self--evaluation. When con-
ducting the initial self--evaluation,current training programs and activities shouldbe compared with accred-
itation objectives and criteria. Training conducted by the facility, and also that conductedby subcontractors,
should be reviewed. Facility line-management, supervisors, and the work force should be active partici-
pants. On--the-job training (OJT) is usually a major part of a training program and should be reviewed as
thoroughly as the trmning organizationactivities. While conducting the initial self-evaluation, the strengths
and weaknesses of the facility's training should be identified and documented for internalplanning pur-
poses.

Solutions and action plans for the problems that are identified should be developed and documented in the
Training Program Accreditation Plan (TPAP). These should be corrected prior to the Field Organization for-
warding a formal CSER to the TAP Staff. Questions about the category in which a problem falls should be
addressed to the TAP Staff.
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CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT

The self-evaluation leading to the CSER should be conducted with the same thoroughness and facility
personnel involvement as the initial self-evaluation. The CSER should address each p-ogram separately and
completely. Each program report should be bound separately. In preparing the CSER for each program, the
facility should address each objective and each supporting criterion with narrative statements and with docu-
mentation, where appropriate.

Two copies of each CSER should be sent by the facility contractor to the Field Organization Accreditation
Coordinator for review and approval by the field and program offices. The report will then be forwarded to
the TAP Staff. Once the TAP Staff receives and reviews the CSER, a team visit may be scheduled.
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CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT FORMAT

The following guidance is offered for preparation of the CSER:

• Complete a cover page for each program report. Use the example "Suggested Cover Page" (At-
tachment I-1), at the end of this chapter.

• The cover page should be followed by a table of contents.

• The body of the report should begin with an "Introduction" that appropriately addresses the fol-
lowing points:

- Briefly describe the training program covered by this report. Use a time-line, barchart, or
curriculum sequence to describe the program phases and time spent in each phase.

- Describe the organizational elements responsible for various training phases and for certifi-
cation/qualification.

- If applicable, describe any special or unique arrangements or circumstances that are not
covered elsewhere in the report.

- Describe the course curriculum. Include topics covered, presentation schedule, duration of
each, and training setting (e.g., in-facility, classroom, laboratory, simulator).

• Following the "Introduction," the organization of the report should follow the numbering system
of the objectives and criteria with each criterion and response starting on a separate page. TI_
narrative respome should:

- Be written for each criterion in sufficient detail to permit the reader to understand how each
criterion is met

- Include identified weaknesses and ongoing corrective actions

- Be supplemented with references which are included as attachments, as appropriate.

The "Contractor Self-Evaluation Report Attachment List" (Attachment I-2), to this guideline, provides the
recommended order for listing attachments to the CSER, and will aid in identifying potential documents for
inclusion. Different facilities will require more, less, or different documents to be included in the attach-
ments. However, the order and format of the attachment list should follow that given in Attachment 1-2.
Additional documents needed for amplification but not listed in Attachment I-2 should be added at the end
of the contractor attachments.

• When one section of the CSER is applicable to more than one program, it should be written once,
titled to show all programs to which it applies, and then the pages reproduced for all of the re-
ports. Page numbers should begin with the letter designations for each chapter and program (e.g.,
CH-I-1) and include the objective number and the page number within that objective. Record
within the "Introduction," your facility's letter designation scheme and the associated training
program(s).
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• Using the"Roster of TrainingStaff' (Attachment I-3) to this guideline, complete a roster for ali
trainingstaffthatdirectlysupportsthetrainingprogramcoveredbythisreport.Includethisdocu-
mentasExhibit17in_e CSER.

• Keypointstoconsider,whendescribingthecomparisonwiththeobjectivesandtoeachsupport-
ingcriterion,areprovidedin"ContractorSelf-EvaluationReportGuidelines"(AUachmentI--4).

- "OrganizationandManagementoftheTrainingSystem."

- "Facilities,Equipment,andMaterialstoSupportTraining."

- "ConductofJobAnalysisandIdentificr,;._onofTasksforTraining."

- "EstablishmentofTrainingProgramContent."

- "DevelopmentofLearningObjectivesastheBasisforTraining."

- "OrganizationofInstructionUsingLessonPlansandOther"[rainingGuides."

- "ConductofCIassrootnandIndividualizedInstruction."

- "ConductofOn-Obe-JobTraining."

- "ConductofSimulatorTraining."

- "ConductofLal_ratoryTraining."

- "ExaminationsandEvaluationsLeadingtoQualification/Certification."

- "SystematicEvaluationofTrainingEffectiveness."

Theseexamplesshouldbeusedtoestimatethedepthofdiscussionwhenpreparingthereport.
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ATTACHMENT!-1
SUGGESTEDCOVER PAGE

(Facility)

(Program)

Training Accreditation Program (TAP)

Contractor Self-Evaluation Report (CSER)

(Laboratory, if applicable)

(Contractor)

(Date of Report)

(Revision Number)

Personat facilityto be contactedif questionsariseconcerningthis report:

(Title)

(Address)

(Telephone---area code and FTS)
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ATTACHMENTI-3
ROSTEROF TRAININGSTAFF

(Continued)

Instructions---Complete a roster of ali training personnel (e.g., Training Managers, Training Administra-
tors, Accreditation Coordinators, Program Developers, Instructors) using the definitions a_d suggested for-
mat below. Each facility and training unit should have a separate roster.

1. Name and Position TitlemUse ti0es descriptive of the individual's primary function (e.g., "Instru-
ment Technician Instructor" rather than 'q_raining Specialist").

2. Program Subjects---List the training programs or portions of programs to which the individual has
been documented as qualified to teach.

3. Hours Per Week Conducting Training--Report the approximate average number of hours per week
over the past 12 months during which the individual presented instruction or worked directly with
trainees.

4. Hours Spent In--FacilitymList the number of hours spent in the facility, participating in thejob posi-
tion activities associated with the area in which the individual instructs. Times listed should only
reflect actual work in or supervision of the job position activities.

5. Related Technical Training--Report formal training programs completed.

6. Years of Education and Fields of Study--Report the number of years of formal education (e.g., high
school, technical school, and college). For any part-time college study, report equivalent academic
years. Report the areas of specialization for any postsecondary education.

7. Instructional Skills TralningmRepon formal training programs completed.

8. Years of Instructional Experience---Report work experience as an instructor.

9. Years of Work Experience Related to Training Areas--Report work experience in a technical field
closely related to the area(s) in which the individual provides training, not including time as a
trainer, and date of most recent industry experience.

10. Other Qualifications---Report other technical qualifications related to the area(s) in which the indi-
vidual provides training. Include facility certifications/qualificatiom.

1-16
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

OBJECTIVE 1--ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE TRAINING SYSTEM

The facility is organized, staffed, and managed to facilitate planning, directing, evaluating, and cont_l-
ling a systematic training process that fulfills job-related training needs, such as listed below.

Criterion 1:

Line management is responsible for the effective c_nduct of training and qualification programs.

Suggested Response---Provide a narrative of line rnanagement's involvement in the training system
and attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 2:

Line management ensures that the content and conduct of the training and qualification programs will
produce competent and professional workers and supervisors.

Suggested Response--Provide a narrative of line management's involvement in determining and
evaluating the content and conduct of training.

Criterion 3:

Actions needed to achieve high quality, job--related, performance-based training programs eligible for
accreditation have been identified through a systematic evaluation of existing programs.

Suggested Response---Provide a brief description of the evaluation process used to systematically de-
termine the status of the existing training program, when compared with the accreditation objectives
and criteria. Describe action plans instituted to correct identified deficiencies. Identify anyoutstand-
ing items. Describe by position rifle who participated in the self-evaluation.

Criterion 4:

Written contractor and facility goals establish the required character and quality of key aspects of the
training system. Supporting objectives are procedurally implemented at each organizational level.

Suggested Response---Attach a copy of current contractor and facility goals and supporting objectives
that pertain to training. Describe how the goals and objectives are implemented and how accom-
plishment is measured.

The job function, responsibilities, authority, and accountability of personnel involved in managing, su-
pervising, and implememing training are clearly defined in writing.

Suggested Response--Attach a copy of position description/guides or documents that describe the re-
sponsibilities and authority of all site personnel involved in managing, supervising, and implement-
ing training for this program. If _cessary, provide a narrative to amplify the attachments.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 1---ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Criterion ,5:

A performance-based training system is implemented as the primary management tool for (a) analyz-
ing, (b) designing, (c) developing, (d) conducting, and (e) evaluating training.

Suggested Response--Provide a description of the performance-based training system that is im-
plemented as the primary management tool for developing, conducting, and evaluating all training
functions.

Criterion6:

Proceduresarcdocumentedandimplementedtoensurethatallphasesofinstructionalactivitiescanbc
conductedreliablyandconsistently.

SuggestedResponse---A_achacopyofcurrenttrainingprocedurespertinenttothisrcporl.Ifncccs-
sar),,provideanarrativetoamplify_c attachmcms.

Criterion7:

Trainingtobccompletedpriortoqualification/certificationisclearlydefine.Traineeandincumbcm
exceptionsfromtrainingmay begrantedwhenjustifiedandsupportedbyadocumcnmdexaminationof
priortrainingandexperience.

SuggestedResponse---Provideabriefdescriptionof_c trainingthatistobccompletedpriortocc_fi-
cation/qualificationforuhcpositionforwhich_c traincc/'mcumbcmisbeingprepared.Includea
descriptionofthecriteriaandproceduresusedtograntexceptionsfromtraining.

TrainingrecordsarcmaintaincdinanauditablcmannerconsismntwithDOE requirements.Training
recordssupportmanagementinformationnccdsandproviderequireddataoneachindividual'straining
participation,pcfformancc,andverificationofmedicalevaluations.

Suggested Response---Attach a sample trainee record.Describe the maintenanceand archivingproce-
duresfor recorddisposition. If necessary,providea narrativeto amplify the attachments.

Criterion 8:

Programsoffered under subcontractremainunderthe control of the sponsoringcontractor and areeva-
luated by it to ensure that the accredRationobjectives and criteriaarcmet.

Suggested Response--Provide a brief description of the methods/proceduresfor approving,monitor-
ing, andcontrollingsubcontractedtraining. Attach forms, reports,andresponses that illustratecon-
trol andmonitoring of subcontractedtraining.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 1--ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE TRAINING SYSTEM
(Continued)

Criterion 9:

The work load of the trainingstaff indicates that there aresufficient qualified personnel to accomplish
assignedduties andresponsibilities.

Suggested Response--Provide a brief descriptionof the method or procedureused to determine train-
ing staff size and to establish qualifications. Identify any authorizedpositions that are vacant.

OBJECTIVE 2---TRAINEE SELECTION

Trainee candidates must meet the minimum requirements for entry into the training program.

Criterion 1:

Entry-level criteria include minimum educational, technical, and experience requirements; a medical
evaluation; and certification of the physical capabilities identified for the position.

Suggested Response--Attach a copy of the medical evaluation criteria and frequency requirements re-
quired for the position, and also include applicable position descriptions. If necessary, provide a nar-
rative to amplify the attachments.

Criterion 2:

Remedial training programs are provided, as necessary, to prepare the trainee to meet the identified
training program entry-level requirements for areas where they may be deficient.

Suggested Response---Provide abrief description of the remedial training programs used to prepare the
trainee to meet the entry-level requirements of the program. Attach procedures, lesson plans, ex-
aminations, and/or other supporting documentation.

OBJECTIVE 3--TRAINING STAFF

The staff members (contractor and subcontractor, if used) possess the technical knowledge, experience,
and the developmental and instructional skills required to fulfill their assigned dudes.

Criterion 1:

Training staff responsible for program management, supervision, and development must have and
maintain the education, experience, and technical qualifications required for their jobs.

Suggested Response_Besides the "Roster of Training Staff" (Attachment I-3) provide a brief descrip-
tion of how the minimum requirements are verified and documented.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 3--TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion 2:

Instructors must have the technical qualifications, that include adequate theory, practical knowledge,
and experience, for the subject matter that they are assigned to teach.

Suggested Response--Besides the "Roster of Training Staff," provide a brief description of how the
minimum requirements are verified and documented.

Criterion *-

Developmental and instructional qualifications of irtstructorsinclude theory, practical knowledge, and
evaluated work experience.This experience is important for analyzing, designing, and developing, as
well as conducting andevaluating training appropriate_otheir job assignments.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the developmental and instructional training skills provided,
and also the criteria used to determine applicability to an individual in trainingforaninstructorposi-
tion. Attach supporting documentatior,.

Criterion 4:

Methods are implemented to ensure that individual instructors meet and maintain position qualification
requirements.

Suggested Response---Provide a brief description of the method used to ensure that individual instruc-
tors meet and maintain position qualification requirements.

Criterion 5:

When facility or subcontractor instructors have not yet attained the required instructional qualifications
or instruct only occasionally, training quality is maintained through appropriate additional assistance
and supervision.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the methods/procedures used to ensure that instructors, who
have not completed facility instructor qualification, have the assistance and supervision necessary
to maintain training quality.

Criterion 6:

The Instructional Skills Training Program develops the necessary instructor capabilities to fulfill train-
ing program requirements.

Suggested Response--Provide a description of the Instructional Skills Training Program including
learning objectives and examination material.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 3---TRAINING STAFF
(Continued)

Criterion 7:

Instructorperformanceineachtrainingsettinginwhichtheindividualinstructsisevaluatedregularlyby
the individual's supervisor. Results are used to improve performance.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how and when instructor performance is evaluated. Include a
discussion of feedback utilization. Attach applicableproceduresand forms.

Criterion 8:

Continuing instructor training maintains, improves, and advances requiredknowledge and skills and is
based in part on evaluations of instructor peffomlance.

Suggested Response--Provide a description of the types of continuing development efforts that are
used. Include a discussion of how the content of continuing instructor training is determined and
documented. Describe how the resultsof the evaluations contribute to continued instructortraining.

Criterion 9:

The training staff maintains facility technical qualifications and familiarity with job requirements, as
appropriate to their job assignments.

Suggested Response---Attach procedures or documentation describing the process used to ensure that
the training staff maintains their facility technical qualifications and familiarity with job require-
ments.

OBJECTIVE4---FACILITIES,EQUIPMENT,AND MATERIALSTO
SUPPORT TRAINING

The trainingfacilities, equipment, andmaterials adequatelysupporttraining activities.

Criterion l:

Classroomandotherinstructionalfacilitiesmeettrainingneeds.

SuggestedResponse--Brieflydescribetheinstructionalfacilitiesavailable,theirpurpose,andfre-
quencyofuse.Attachsupportingdocumentation.

Criterlon2:

Thetrainingstaffhasnecessaryinstructionalaidsandequipmenttosupporttrainingmaterialdevelop-
ment.Presentationofclassroomandpracticaldemonstrationtrainingareconsistentwithprogramlearn-
ingobjectives.

SuggestedResponse.--Brieflydescribetheimtructionalaidsandequipmentavailabletotheinstruc-
tors.Fortools,equipment,andcomponents,includea similardescriptiontothoseusedinthe
facility.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 4---FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS TO
SUPPORT TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion 3:

Technical reference materials including current faci!ity procedures, drawings, and training manualsare
readily available to the trainees and instructors.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe what technical reference materials are available, their loca-
tions, and how they are maintained current. Attach supporting documentation.

OBJECTIVE 5---CONDUCT OF JOB ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION
OF TASKS FOR TRAINING

The tasksrequired for competent job performance are identified, documented, and included in the train-
ing program, as appropriate.

Criterion 1:

Facility personnel, training staff, and other subject matter experts, as appropriate and as needed, have
conducted ajob analysis to develop a valid facility-specific task list.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the methods/procedures used to develop the facility-specific
task list. Attach the task list and supporting documentation used in the process.

Criterion 2:

Subject matter experts (appropriate facility technical personnel, training staff personnel, or knowledge-
able outside personnel) assist in the selection of tasks for training.

Suggested Response---Provide a description of the process used to sclect/deselect tasks for training.
Attach the list of tasks selected for training.

Criterion 3:

Eachtask selectedfor training (initial or continuing)from the facility-specific tasklist is matrixedto
supporting procedures andtraining materials. These are then compared with existing training materials,
in sufficient depth, to determine if existing training adequately supports task performance.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how tasks selected for training are compared to existing train-
ing materials, to determine adequacy of material coverage and identify needed improvements. Pro-
vide the task-ttrqraining matrix used for documentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELi'-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 5--CONDUCT OF JOB ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION
OF' TASKS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion 4:

The facility-specific list of tasks select_ for training and the comparison to training rt,ateriais are re-
viewed periodically. These tasks are updated as needed by changes in procedures, facility systems/
equipment, job scope, and advances in technology.

Suggested Response--Provide a brief description of the method/procedure used to systematically re-
view and update the facility-specific list of tasks selected for training.

OBJECTIVE 6---ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM CONTENT

"lhc training program content provides the trainee with the knowledge and skills needed to perform tasks
associated with the position for which training is being conducted. The content of initial training prepares
the trainee to meet the minimum criteria to perform the job for which the candidate is being trained. The
content of continuing training maintains and improves official job performance.

Criterion I:

DOE and other appropriatetrainingguidelines (e.g., training design specifications) are used as a guide
for selecting, sequencing, andverifying training programstructureand content.

Suggested Response---Briefly describehow DOE and other appropriatetrainingguidelines were used
in the design, development, modification, and evaluation of the trainingprogram/curriculum.

Criterion 2:

Tasksare analyzed, asnecessary, to determine the task's supportingskills and knowledge to be included
in training programs.

Suggested Response--Briefly describehow and by whom the tasks were analyzed (if analysis was nec-
essary) to determine the supporting skins and knowledge requirements, and how they were incorlx_
rated into the training program.

Criterion 3:

Personnel qualified in the position for which training is being developed and conducted help determine
training content and confirm its completeness.

Suggested Response_Briefly discuss who, by position, were used to help derive the training content
and validate its completeness. Attach applicable procedures and other documents.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 6--ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion4:

Current facility procedures, technical and professional references, and facility/industry operating expe-
rience are used to identify training content and facility-specific information for use in developing train-
ing materials.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how facility procedures and other technical and professional
references and their changes are used to develop initial and continuing training material. Attach
applicable procedures or other documentation.

Criterion 5:

Initial training program content is modified to reflect the results of program review and evaluation by
facility and training staff personnel.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how the initial training program is evaluated and how the eval-
uation results are used to update, modify, or improve the program content. Attach supporting
documentation.

Criterion 6:

Continuing training content includes refresher training on selected initial training topics: (a) facility and
industry events, (b) facility and procedure modifications, (c) retraining addressing task performance de-
ficiencies, and (d) refresher training on infrequently performed tasks.

Suggested Response--Provide copies of past continuing training schedules showing topics and train-
ing location. Include a discussion of how the training areas are prioritized and scheduled.

Criterion 7:

The results of trainee and programevaluations are used to help determinethe content of continuing
training.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how the content of the continuing trainingprogram was deter-
mined. Attach supportingdocumentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 7---DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAINING

Learning objectives that identify training content and define satisfactory trainee performance are derived
from job performance requirements.

Criterion 1:

The minimum trainee entry-level skills, knowledge, and experience for the position are considered
when developing learning objectives.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how the expected entry-level experiences, skills, and knowl-
edge are used in developing or modifying learning objectives, and how actual entry-level skills and
knowledge of trainees are determined. Include action taken if the new trainees do not match the ex-
pected entry level. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 2:

Learning objectives are derived from an analysis of job performance requirements and are the basis for
trainee/incumbent evaluation.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how the actual job performance requirements were used in de-
veloping or modifying the learning objectives, and how the learning objectives were used to
develop written and oral examinations. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 3:

Learning objectives state the action (knowledge or skills) the trainee must demonstrate, the conditions
under which the action will take piace, and the standards of performance the trainee should achieve upon
completion of the training activity.

Suggested Response---Attach lesson plans, training guides, or checklists which provide examples of
learning objectives used. If necessary, provide a narrative to amplify the attachments.

Criterion 4:

Learning objectives are grouped by similar training setting (for example, classroom, simulator, labora-
tory, and facility).

Suggested Response--Briefly describe the method used to determine the training setting to which
learning objectives were assigned. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 5:

Learning objectives are sequenced based on their relationship to one mother and help trainees move
from one level of skill and knowledge to another.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the method used to determine the sequencing of learning objec-
tives and associated training material, so as to help the trainee progress from simple skills and
knowledge to performing complex job-related tasks. Attach examples.
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A'I-I'ACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 8---ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION USING LESSON PLANS
AND OTHER TRAINING GUIDES

Lesson plans and other training guides provide guidance and structure to ensure the consistent conduct of
training activities.

Criterion 1:

Lesson plans for classroom instruction provide for effective, consistent class presentations.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the format used for lesson plans. Include a discussion of how
they are maintained current. Attach example lesson plans, procedures, and other supporting
documents.

Criterion 2:

Lesson plans or equivalent training guides are used for laboratory training, on-the-job training (OJT),
and simulator training and include criteria for evaluating proper trainee performance.

Suggested Response_Briefly describe the format used for lesson plans and training guides and how
they are maintained current. Attach example lesson plans, training guides, and procedures.

Criterion 3:

Lesson plans and other training materials are developed or modified using learning objectives derived
from job performance requirements.

Suggested Response---Bi_,e,_,Y_iescribe how the learning objectives were used to develop or modify
lesson plans and other training material. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 4:

Review and approval requirements are established and utilized for ali Iesson pIans, training guides, and
other training materials prior to their issue and use.

Suggested Response---Attach copies of applicable procedures. If necessary, provide a narrative to am-
plify the attachments.

OBJECTIVE 9---CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

Classroom and individualized instruction is effectively and consistently presented.

Criterion 1:

Training is implemented as outlined by approved performance-based training materials and is well-or-
ganized and current.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)
OBJECTIVE 9_CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED

INSTRUCTION
(Continued)

Suggested Response--Briefly describe to what extent training is implemented and how each aspect of
the program is conducted as specified in the program description or training plan. Attach supporting
procedures or other documentation.

Criterion 2:

Training activities encourage direct trainee participation in the learning process.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how training activities and materials encourage or require di-
rect trainee participation in the learning process. Attach examples or other supporting documenta-
tion.

Criterion 3:

Instructors prepare adequately to ensure effective and consistent delivery of the material.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how instructors prepare, prior to conducting classroom training
activities. Attach supporting procedures or other documentation.

Criterion 4:

The instructor uses instructional techniques appropriate to the lesson content and learning objectives.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe what techniques are used and how they are selected.

Criterion 5:

When individualized instruction is used, either the training materials contain the information to be
learned or referenced texts are readily available.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how individualized instruction programs (if used), are devel-
oped and administered. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 6:

Trainee mastery of learning objectives is evaluated regularly using written or oral examinations and
quizzes.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the methods used to evaluate a trainee's progress towards mas-
tery of established-classroom and individualized-instruction learning objectives. Attach support-
ing documentation.

Criterion 7:

Subcontracted training is evaluated to ensure that trainees are achieving the specified learning objec-
tives as measured by appropriate written or oral examinations and quizzes.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how subcontracted training is monitored and evaluated. Attach
suptx3rtingprocedures or other documentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)
OBJECTIVE 10---CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

On-the-job training (OJT) is effectively and consistently presented.

Criterion 1:

OJT is delivered using well-organized and current performance-based training materials.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe to what extent OJT is implemented and how each aspect of the
program is conducted, as specified in the program description or training plan. Attach supporting
procedures or other documentation.

Criterion 2:

Designated personnel who are instructed in program standards and methods conduct OJT.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how personnel who conduct OJT are qualified and designated
to perform training, and how consistency is maintained. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 3:

Completion of OJT and task qualification is by actual task performance. When the actual task cannot be
performed but is simulated or walked-through, the conditions of task performance, references, tools,
and equipment reflect the actual task to the extent possible.

Suggested Response--Describe how OJT and task qualification by actual task performance is ensured.
Include the number of "must perform" tasks. Also describe how the training program prepares the
trainee to perform job tasks which cannot be performed on actual plant equipment. Attach support-
ing documentation.

OBJECTIVE 11---CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING

Simulator training is effectively and consistently presented.
Criterion 1:

An appropriate simulator is used for hands-on training to demonstrate operational characteristics and
for recognition and control of normal, abnormal, and emergency facility/process conditions. Differ-
ences between the simulator and the facility/process are accommodated in the training session.

Suggested Response--If there is a facility-referenced simulator available, briefly discuss how simula-
tor training is conducted. Address significant differences between the simulator and the facility/
process and how these differences are accommodated in the training. Attach supporting
d_cumentation.

Criterion 2:

The training program content is implemented as outlined by approved performance-based training ma-
terials and is well--organized and current.

Suggested Response---Briefly discuss how simulator training is conducted. Include discussion of how
simulator configuration, procedures, and references are controlled to keep them current. Attach sup-
porting procedures or other documentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 11---CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 3:

Instructors prepare adequately for simulator sessions to ensure effective and consistent training.

Suggested Response_Briefly discuss how contractor and subcontractor (if used) instructors prepare to
conduct simulator training activities. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 4:

The instructor uses instructional techniques appropriate to the situation.

Suggested Response--Briefly discuss what techniques are used and how they are selected.

Criterion 5:

Individual trainee and team performance is evaluated regularly against established learning objectives.

Suggested Response---Describe how students are evaluated in individual and team evolutions against
established learning objectives. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 6:

Subcontracted training is evaluated to ensure that trainees are achieving the specified learning objec-
tives, as measured by appropriate evaluation methods and performance standards.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how subcontractor-supplied simulator training is monitored
and evaluated. Attach supporting procedures or other documentation.

OBJECTIVE 12--CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING

Laboratory training is effectively and consistently presented.

Criterion 1:

The training program content is implemented as outlined by approved training materials and is well-
organized, current, and structured to provide practical experience.

Suggested Response---Briefly discuss to what extent laboratory training is implemented and how each
aspect of the program is conducted, as specified in the program description or training plan. Attach
supporting procedures or other documentation.

Criterion 2:

Conditions of task performance, references, tools, and equipment reflect the actual job to the extent
possible.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how the training program prepa.resthe student to perform spe-
cific job tasks and how instructors corn,_ensate for differences between training and actual on-the-
job conditions.
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ATTACHMENT i-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)
OBJECTIVE 12---CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING

(Contlaued)

Criterion 3:

Training activities encourage direct trainee participation in the learning process.

Suggested ResponsemBriefly describe how training activities and materials encourage or require
direct student participation in the learning process. Attach examples and other supporting
documentation.

Criterion 4:

Instructors prepare adequately to ensure effective and consistent delivery of the material.

Suggested ResponsemBriefly describe how instructors prepare prior to conducting laboratory or
workshop training activities. Attach supporting procedures and/or other documentation.

Criterion 5:

The instructoruses instructionaltechniques appropriateto the situation.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe what techniques areused and how they areselected.

Criterion 6:

Trainee performance is evaluated regularly against established learning objectives.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how trainee performance is evaluated during laboratory or
workshop training. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 7:

Subcontracted training is evaluated to ensure that trainees are achieving the specified learning objec-
tives, as measured by appropriate evaluation methods and performance standards.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how subcontractor-supplied laboratory or workshop training is
monitored and evaluated. Attach supporting procedures or other documentation.

OBJECTIVE 13--EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING
TO QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

Examinations and OJT/laboratory/simulator performance evaluations are content valid, administered
consistently, controlled, and documented.

Criterion 1:

Development, approval, security, administration, and maintenance of examinations and examination
question banks are systematically controlled.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the system used for the development, approval, security, ad-
ministration, and maintenance of examinations and examination question banks. Attach supporting
documentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE13--EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONSLEADING
TO QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion 2:

Examinations and OJT/laboratory/simulator performance evaluations contain a representative cross--
section of knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) required for the position.

Suggested Response_Briefly describe the methods used to develop content valid examinations which
contain a representative cross-section of KSAs required for the position. Attach supporting docu-
mentation.

Criterion 3:

Trainees and incumbents who fail examinations or OJT/laboratory/simulator performance evaluations
are provided structured remedial training and reevaluated. Minimum progress standards are established.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe the procedures or policies for trainees and incumbents who fail
examinations or OJT/laboratories/simulator evaluations. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 4:

All examination questions are referenced to one or more learning objectives.

Suggested Response---Describe the method or procedure used to ensure that examination questions test
the associated learning objectives. Attach examples or supporting documentation.

Criterion 5:

The content of examinations is changed at intervals sufficient to prevent compromise.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe the method or procedure used to ensure that examination con-
tent is not compromised. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 6:

Examinations and OJT/laboratory/simulator performance evaluations are administered and graded in a
consistent manner. Acceptance criteria to be used are defined before the examination and performance
evaluation.

Suggested Response--Provide procedures or a discussion of the method used to ensure that examina-
tions and performance evaluations are administered and graded in a consistent manner. Attach sup-
porting documentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 14---SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

A systematic evaluation of training effectiveness and its relation to on-the-job performance is used to
ensure that the training program conveys ali required skills and knowledge.

Criterion 1:

A comprehensive evaluation of individual training programs is conducted by qualified individuals on a
periodic basis to identify program strengths and weaknesses.

Suggested Response---Briefly discuss how the effectiveness of the training program is evaluated. In-
clude in the discussion the frequency of the evaluation, what elements are evaluated, and how the
results of the findings are used to improve subsequent training. Attach supporting procedures or
other documentation.

Criterion 2:

Training delivery is monitored in all instructional settings and evaluated with regard to instruction, ma-
terials, and instructor performance.

Suggested ResponseuBriefiy describe how the training organization monitors and evaluates the quali-
ty of instruction, including training materials and instructor performance. Attach supporting proce-
dures or other documentation.

Criterion 3:

Feedback from trainee performance duringtraining is used to evaluate and refine the training program.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how trainee performance during training is used to evaluate
and improve the training program. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 4:

Feedback from former trainees and their supervisors is used to evaluate and refine the training program.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how feedback from formel"trainees and their supervisors is
used to evaluate and refine the training program. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 5:

Change actions (e.g., procedure changes, equipment changes, facility modifications) are monitored and
evaluated for their applicability to the development or modification of initial and continuing training
programs and are incorporated in a timely manner.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how change actions axemonitored, evaluated, and incorporated
into the appropriate training programs. Attach supporting documentation.
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ATTACHMENT I-4
CONTRACTOR SELF-EVALUATION REPORT GUIDELINES

(Continued)

OBJECTIVE 14---SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS
(Continued)

Criterion 6:

Facility and industry operating experience is monitored and evaluated for applicability to development,
or modification of initial and continuing training programs, and is incorporated in a timely manner.

Suggested Response---Briefly describe how facility and industry operating experience is monitored,
evaluated, and incorporated into the appropriate training programs. Attach supporting documenta-
tion.

Criterion 7:

Improvements and changes to initial and continuing training are systematically initiated, evaluated,
tracked, and incorporated to correct training deficiencies and performance problems.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how improvements and changes to initial and continuing train-
ing are systematically initiated, evaluated, tracked, and incorporated. Attach supporting documen-
tation.

Criterion 8:

Changes in job scope are evaluated to determine the need for development or modification of initial and
continuing training programs.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe the method or procedure used to track and evaluate changes in
job scope, to determine the need for development or modification of initial and continuing training
programs. Attach supporting documentation.

Criterion 9:

Subcontracted training is evaluated for its contribution to meeting job performance requirements, and to
ensure that its quality is consistent with the facility training standards.

Suggested Response--Briefly describe how the facility evaluates subcontracted training. Describe
how changes to objectives or training materials supplied by subcontractors are identified, tracked,
and incorporated into the existing program. Attach supporting documentation.
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CHAPTER II
ACCREDITATION REVIEW TEAM
DATA COLLECTION GUIDELINES

In order to remove a degree of the subjective interpretation and application of the objectives and criteria,
data collection guidelines have been developed. They will be used by Accreditation Review Team Members
during accreditation team visits, and are intended to ensure that the same standards of evaluations are
applied at each facility. These guidelines can also be used by the contractor during the self--evaluation
process to more effectively and objectively evaluate training programs requiring accreditation. The simpli-
fied numbering system used for the accreditation objectives and criteria has been followed here to aid in the
use of the guidelines.

Notes to Accreditation Review
Team Members

ICAUTION: This isnot amplificationof accreditationcriteria. Do not interpretor infer additionalrequirementsfrom thequestions.This questionnaireisdesignedasa job aidoni.__y.
i

Based on your experience you have been selected to assist an Accreditation Review Team in evaluating
DOE nuclear facility training programs. During the team visit, you will interview training and plant person-
nel; review training materials, procedures, and records; and observe training sessions to gather information
about these programs. At the end of the week, you will submit the results of your evaluation m the appropri-
ate team manager assistant. These guidelines have been developed to help you schedule your activities, re-
cord your findings, and prepare your final report.

As you use the guidelines, you will notice tj,.., ali activities and questions are based on the accreditation
objectives and criteria. Your job during the team visit is to gather information about how the facility con-
ducts training and to assess how well the facility has done in meeting the accreditation objectives.

Each page of the questionnaire contains an accreditation criterion evaluation process, and a list of activi-
ties to be accomplished and questions to be answered.

During the team visit, use the guidelines to help you establish your daily schedule. While performing the
suggested activities, take good notes, obtain copies of documents that illustrate the information you are gath-
ering, and answer the questions listed under each activity. While a few questions may be answered by a sim-
ple "yes" or "no," most require amplification and description of the process used. Many questions will
require quantifiable data, for example, the number of tasks evaluated, total number of lesson plans reviewed,
or the number of student records reviewed. In these cases make sure that you keep records of the number of
items reviewed or the number of times a particular type of problem or deficiency is discovered. If you are
having trouble finding information, you can ask one of the team manager assistants, or the team manager.

Observation of training in progress is a team priority. Every effort should be made to observe training in
all settings used at the facility. If observation in a setting is not possible, alternative methods such as inter-
views with trainees, supervisors, and instructors should be used to gather information on the content, con-
duct, and quality of presentations.
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At the end of the week, you will be expected to turn in your notes, materials collected, responses to the
data gathering questions, and your final report.
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

Using the Organization and Management of the Training System checklists below, determine if ali of
these criteria are being met by the facility.

Criterion:

I'-I 1.1 Line management is responsible for the effective conduct of training and qualification
programs.

['] 1.1.I Determine who is responsible for effective conduct of the training and qualifi-
cation programs, as follows:

[_! 1. Review facility supervisor and manager job descriptions. Describe
training-related responsibilities.

[_ 2. Interview instructors and their supervisors to determine how line
management provides oversight of instructional activities.

["] 3. Do facility procedures detail line-management training
responsibilities?

['] 4. Determine if scheduled facility training sessions are conducted as
scheduled:

a. Are postponed training sessions rescheduled and completed in a
timely manner?

Comments:
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Criterion:

I-7 1.2 Line management ensures that the content and conduct of the training and qualification
programs will produce competent and professional workers and supervisors.

!--] 1.2.1 Determine the degree of involvement of line management in ensuring that
training content and conduct are satisfactory, as follows:

I"1 1. Does the facility management routinely input to the training program
content?

1"7 2. Is training material reviewed by the facility management for accuracy
and adequacy prior to approval for use?

1-7 3. Describe the system or mechanism that ensures line management
involvement in the training program.

1"] 4. Does line management routinely monitor the conduct of training?

Comments:
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1. OPIGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)
Criterion:

[-] 1.3 Actions needed to achieve high quality, job-related, performance-based training pro-
grams eligible for accreditation have been identified through a systematic evaluation of
existing programs.

1.3.1 Determine how the facility identified actions needed to achieve high quality,
job-related training programs eligible for accreditation, as follows:

[-] I. Discern if there is evidence that a thorough self--evaluation of existing
programs was conducted:

a. Describe the process.

["] 2. Who participated in the self-evaluation? (Use position titles, not
names.)

['1 3. Were action plans used to resolve deficiencies? Do they indicate any
uncompleted actions?

Comments:
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)
Criterion:

r-] 1.4 written contractorand facility goals establish the required character and quality of key
aspects of the training system. Supporting objectives are procedurally implemented at
each organizational level.

[--] 1.4.1 Determine how facility and contractor goals detailing training aspects are
implemented, as follows:

['1 1. Examine the contractor and facility objectives and goals that are related
to training:

a. How are objectives and goals established and implemented at each
organization level, including the training unit?

b. Are the supporting objectives specific and measurable, and are
results oriented?

r-] 2. Describethe facility's training goals and objectives that relate to train-
ing. Include the goals and objectives for any facility department with
training responsibilities.

l"7 3. Examine and then describe the action plans or the mechanisms used for
management review and tracking:

a. How often and by whom is organizational performance evaluated?

b. How often are goals revised?

r-] 4. Evaluate and describe the status of goal/objective achievement:

a. Are goals/objectives being completed in a timely manner?

b. Does management take actions to get goals accomplished on
schedule?

Comments:
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)
Criterion:

I"1 1.5 The job function, responsibilities, authority, and accountability of personnel involved in
managing, supervising, and implementing training are clearly defined in writing.

[-7 1.5.1 Determine the facility's organizational structure, reporting relationships and
responsibilities, as follows:

I"] 1. Obtain or draw an organizational chart to show the organizationalrela-
tionship of ali facility units with any responsibility for training (Senior
VP/General Manager down through instructors including applicable

plant positions, etc.).

[-'! 2. Review position descriptions, conduct interviews, and describe the re-
porting relationship between the training department managers and
supervisors and the facility management, as applicable.

['7 3. Describe the responsibilities of the training managers and supervisors.

Reference applicable position descriptions and procedures:

a. Do the individuals' actual job functions agree with the content of

the position descriptions?

b. Does evidence exist that training personnel have the authority to

carry out their assigned duties?

I"1 4. Evaluate the effectiveness of the organizational structure and describe
any noteworthy coordination techniques between training and the
facility:

a. What interfaces exist between the training organization and

facility managers and supervisors?

b. What documentation exists showing how these interfaces work

(records, minutes, letters, etc.)?

[-] 5. Review training and development schedules:

a. Have schedules been adhered to? (If not, have postponed events

been promptly rescheduled and conducted?)

b. Is development of materials on schedule? (If not, ask why as
given below.)

["l 6. Interview instructors, trainees, and facility training supervisors:

a. Have schedules been adhered to? (If not, determine why not?)
Were schedule modifications made and aune_u......... to".'
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Comments:
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)
Criterion:

I"1 1.6 A performance-based training system is implemented as the primary management tool
for analyzing, designing, developing, conducting, and evaluating training.

["i 1.6.1 Obtain a description of the facility training system, as follows:

!-7 1. Briefly describe the training model, plan or system used to systemati-
cally develop, conduct, and evaluate training [see the attached--"Sam-
pie Training System Description" (Attachment II-1)]:

a. What documents, procedures, or formal policies are used to imple-
ment the system? List key procedures and their purposes in the
form of a chart as attached. [See the attached--"Sample Training
Program References" (Attachment II-2).]

b. Determine if ali phases of the training plan or system are fully
implemented:

(1) List any activities not fully implemented.

(2) Identify any action plans to complete the i__,plementation.

Comments:
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1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Criterion:

I-1 1.7 Procedures are documented and implemented to ensure that aUphases of instructional ac-
tivities can be conducted reliably and consistently.

I'-] 1.7.1 Determine the extent and effectiveness of procedural guidance on instructional
activities, as follows:

1"7 1. Review the procedures used to cover the instructional and administra-
tive activities needed to support the training system or training plan:

a. Are sufficient procedures developed and implemented in order to
ensure that all aspects of the training system can be effectively ac-
complished? List these procedures in a separate appendix. [See the
attached_"Sample Training Program References" (Attach-
ment II-2).]

b. Are procedures sufficiently detailed to ensure uniformity and con-
sistency in implementation?

1"7 2. Evaluate the use and effectiveness of the procedures including the staff
familiarity with them.

Comments:
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TAP3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Criterion:

[_] 1.8 Trainingto be completedprior to qualification/certificationis clearly defined.Traineeand
incumbent exceptions from training may be grantedwhen justified and supportedby a
documentedassessment of priortrainingand experience.

['] 1.8.1 Determinehow training andexceptionrequirementsarcestablishedand/ordocu-
mentedandimplemented,asfollows:

['] 1. Review programdescriptions,interviewthe appropriatesupervisors,
anddeterminehow/wherepositionqualificationandtrainingrequire-
mentsfornewly hiredpersonnelaredescribed:

a. What are the stated position qualification and training
requirements?

b. Are they clearly defined?

c. How are prerequisites established and used?

i"! 2. Describe how training requirements are established anddocumented for
newly-hired personnel. Review program and trainee records for excep-
tions from training.

I-'! 3. Describe how exceptions are granted and comment on how effectively/
consistently exceptions are granted and documented:

a. How and by whom are exceptions from training granted and
documented?

b. Do procedures exist to ensure proper and consistent examination
of trainee/incumbent skills, knowledge, and experience?

c. Are exceptions adequately justified and documented?

["1 4. Describe the process and cite supporting documentation used by the fa-
cility to review the training needs of incumbent personnel who may per-
form tasks independently in the facility.
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TAP3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)
Criterion:

1-1 1.9 Training records are maintained in an auditable manner consistent with DOE require-
ments. Training records support management information needs and provide required
data on each individual's training participation, performance, and verification of medical
evaluations.

I-'] 1.9.1 Determine how the training records system is administered, as follows:

[-] 1. Review the training records procedures and examine the trainee and
program records.

I'! 2. Describe the training records and how they are maintained. List the
main items included in each type of record:

a. How does the training organization maintain an effective, audit-
able training records management system?

b. Do program records include:

(1) Student rosters and attendance records?

(2) Lesson plans used and other training materials?

(3) Records of examination and keys?

(4) Results of student evaluations?

(5) Program evaluation documents?

c. Do student records include"

(1) A complete training history?

(2) Documentation of exemptions and waivers?

(3) Qualifications obtained?

(4) Records of evaluations for initial, continuing and requalifi-
cation training?

(5) Verification of medical evaluations?

["] 3. Determine the effectiveness of the records management system:

a. How does the organization control access and security of training
records?

vv 4
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TAP3

1. ORGANIZATIOH AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Criterion:

[==] 1.10 Programsoffered undersubcontractremainunderthe controlof the sponsoringcontractor
and are evaluated by it to ensurethat theaccreditationobjectives and criteriaaremet.

[==] 1.10.1 Determine how the training organization evaluates and controls subcontra¢-
tor-/vendor-suppUed training, as foUows:

[=7 1. Review subcontractcontrol proceduresandinterview appropriatetrain=
ing andfacility personnel.

['7 2. How does the training organizationassure thatthe subcontractedtrain=
ing supports the training of facility-specific tasks, skills, and knowl-
edge?

[=7 3. Does the control of subcontracted training include review and approval
of learningobjectives, trainingmaterials,evaluationinstruments,and in-
structorqualifications,priorto implementationof training?

[7 4. Does it include periodic monitoring and evaluation of the training by
plant or training personnel?

[==] 5. Describe how subcontracted training is integrated into the facility train-
ing system. Determine theeffectiveness of subcontractor control.

Comments:
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TAP 3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)
Criterion:

]"] 1.11 The work load of the training staff indicates that thereare sufficientqualified personnel to
accomplish assigned duties and responsibilities.

1.11.1 Determine the adequacy of training staffing, as follows:

I_ 1. Review the current staff allocation and any existing staffing or man-
power plans. (Include nontraining department personnel with training
responsibilities.)

I-'1 2. Describe the staffing plans for training and the plant departments with
training responsibilities.

i"7 3. Interview instructors, supervisors, and managers to determine:

a. Discern how the training organization allocates its manpower to
ensure that ali assigned training functions are completed, using
rateitems immediately following:

(1) Program development and improvement

(2) Material development and improvement

(3) Trainee evaluation, counseling, and tutoring

(4) Preparation for instruction

(5) Administrative and clerical dudes

(6) Staff professional development

(7) Test administration and grading

(8) Collateral duties.

b. Is the staff size sufficient to accomplish ali assigned training func-
tions? If not, what functions are not being aceompUshed properly
or in a timely mariner?

c. Are instructor to trainee ratios appropriate for each training set-
ting used?

I-1 4. Describe backlogs, overtime, incomplete preparation or other indica-
tions of staffing problems.
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TAP3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

1. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
TRAINING SYSTEM

(Continued)

Comments (Continued):
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TAP 3

2. TRAINEE SELECTION

UsingtheTraineeSelectionchecklistsbelow,determineif ali ofthesecriteriaarebeingmetbythe facility.

Criterion:

['7 2.1 Entry-level criteriaincludeminimum educational,technical,andexperiencerequire-
ments;a medicalevaluation;andcertificationof physicalcapabilitiesidentifiedfor the
position.

["] 2.1.1 Determine the facility's entry-level criteria,as follows:

["7 I. What areasdo the entry-level criteriaaddress?

[-'] 2. Determine if trainees meet the entry-level requirementsestablished
by thecontractor:.

a. How is thisverifiedbythecomractor?

Comments:
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TAP3

2. TRAINEE SELECTION
(Continued)

Criterion:

["1 2.2 Remedial trainingpmgrans areprovided,asnecessary,to preparethe traineetomeet the
identified training program entry-level requirements for areas where they may be
deficient.

["] 2.2.1 Determine theneed for andadequacy of remedialtraining, as follows:

I. Arepersonnelhiredthatdo not meet entry-level criteria?

E] 2. Do personnel, not meeting entry-level criteria, receive remedial
trainingto prepare them for entryinto the job trainingprogram?

3. Is the remedial training satisfactory to bringtrainees to entry-level
for the job trainingprogram7

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

Using the Development and Qualification of Training Staff checklists below, determine if all of these cri-
teria are being met by the facility.

Criterion:

I'] 3.1 Training staff responsible for program management, supervision, and development
have and maintain the education, experience, and technical qualifications required for
their jobs.

I-'] 3.1.1 Determine the qualifications of the training staff, as follows:

1-7 1. Review and examine the educational, technical, and experiential po-
sition requirements for each management, supervisory, and program
developer. (Given in position descriptions, procedures, etc.)

!--] 2. Describe how training staff qualifications are delineated:

a. How do staff members maintain or enhance their

qualifications?

b. What type of continuing training takes piace for staff
members?

!'] 3. For each training management/supervisory position, identify educa-
tional degrees held and number of years of related technical and
training experience.

1"7 4. Identify the number of training program developer positions, educa-
tional degrees held, and an average number of years of related tech-
nical and instructional experience.

1"7 5. Compare training staff records to their respective position
requirements.

I-7 6. Assess how well training staff personnel are qualified for their
assignments:

a. Do the incumbent staff members possess qualifications con-
sistent with the requirements delineated for their respective
positions?

b. Are exceptions allowed for educational, technical, and
experience requirements? If so, how are they controlled and
rlr_l,mantad9
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"] 3.2 Instructors have the technical qualifications that include adequate theory, practical
knowledge, and experience, for the subject matter that they are assigned to teach.

1"7 3.2.1 Assess how well instructors are technically qualified for their positions, as
follows:

['7 1. Review the educational, technical, and experiential position require-
ments for instructors (including simulator instructors):

a. Identify the number of permanent instructors and contracted in-
structors assigned to each program. Include educational de-
grees held and the number of years of related technical and
training experience for each incumbent.

I'] 2. Compare instructor qualifications to the technical qualifications
listed in respective position requirements and to the "Instructors'
Technical Qualifications" (Attachment II-3A), and assess how well
instructors are qualified or certified for the subject matter they are
assigned to teach.

I'-1 3. Describe and evaluate any technical training programs used to meet
technical qualification requirements.

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

['1 3.3 Developmental and instructional qualifications of instructors include theory, practical
knowledge, and evaluated work experience in analyzing, designing, developing, con-
ducting, and evaluating training, as appropriate to their job assignments.

!"7 3.3.1 Assess how well instructors are instructionally qualified for their positions,
as follows:

1"7 1. Interview training supervisors and instructors, and review instructor
records and training curricula. Determine the developmental and in-
structional requirements for each position.

1"7 2. Describe the instructional qualifications, including theoretical train-
ing, practical knowledge, and experience in conducting and evaluat-
ing training required for instructors.

["7 3. Evaluate/assess the instructional qualifications of the training staff.

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"] 3.4 Methods are implemented to ensure that individual instructors meet and maintain posi-
tion qualification requirements.

I'] 3.4.1 Determine how instructors meet and maintain position qualification require-
ments, as follows:

I"i 1. Examine training procedures andinterview the training manager and
supervisors to determine what methods aa_used to ensure instructors
meet and maintain position qualification requirements.

[-1 2. Describe and evaluate the methods used to determine the effective-
ness of this process.

["] 3. Describe how the facility evaluates, qualifies, or certifies contracted
instructors.

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

['7 3.5 When facility or subcontractor instructors have not yet attained the required instruc-
tional qualifications or instruct only occasionally, training quality is maintained through
appropriate additional assistance and supervision.

!"7 3.5.1 Determine facility policy on utilization of nonqualified and limited use in-
structors, as follows:

['7 1. Review training procedures and interview training supervisors to
determine how uncertified or nonqualified instructors are used:

a. What procedures exist describing how nonqualified instaac-
tors are used?

b. What assistance is provided to them and who is responsible for
their supervision and evaluation?

['-] 2. Explain how nonqualified and limited-use instructors are used
when they do not meet established qualification standards.

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 3.6 The instructional skills training program develops the necessary instructorcapabilities to
fulfill training program requirements.

!-7 3.6.1 Determine the effectiveness of the instructional skills training program, as
follows:

1"7 1. Examine the content of the instructional skills training program(s),
initial and continuing. "Instructors' Training Program Criteria" (At-
tachment II-3B).

I"1 2. Determine what skills areprovided by the initial training program for
each instructor position:

a. Does the content cover the facility's systematic approach to
training?

b. Does the content and delivery method include teaching tech-
niques for classroom, simulator, laboratory, workshop, and in-
plant training, as needed?

c. Who provides instructional skills training?

I-'] 3. Are exceptions granted for prior training or instructional experience?
How are prior skills assessed and documented?

I"1 4. Describe the instructional skiUs training programs used to train and
qualify instructors (facility and subcontractor).

5. Comment on the effectiveness of the program. Identify any positions
that have received the training and discuss the facility's plans for fu-
ture training.

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

!"7 3.7 Instructor performance in each training setting in which the individual instructs is
evaluated regularly by the individual's supervisor. Results are used to improve
performance.

I"] 3.7.1 Determine the adequacy of the instructor evaluation process, as follows:

1"7 1. Examine training procedures/records and interview training supervi-
sors and determine how instructor performance is evaluated.

I"1 2. Describe the methods used to evaluate instructors technical and in-
structional skills.

["] 3. Determine how instructor performance is evaluated:

a. Does the evaluation cover each setting in which the instructor
conducts training?

b. How often is the instructor evaluated?

c. How does the instructor receive feedback on the evaluation?

!"7 4. Interview the responsible training supervisors to determine how
feedback from instructor performance is factored into the continuing
training program.

!"7 5. Based on instructor evaluations and end-of--course critiques, ex-
plain and assess how evaluation results are factored into continuing
instructor training requirements.

Comments:



TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

i-'1 3.8 Continuing instructor training maintains, improves, and advances required knowledge
and skills and is based in part on evaluations of instructor performance.

["1 3.8.1 Determine the effectiveness of instructor continuing technical and instruc-
tional gaining, as follows:

I"] 1. Review continuing instructor development activity.

!'-! 2. Describe the continuing training program used to maintain and im-
prove instructional knowledge and skills for instructors:

a. How was the content developed?

b. How is the instructor performance feedback used to develop
continuing development programs?

I'] 3. Describe how instructors maintain and improve their technical skills
and qualifications. Comment on the use of structured in-plant time
to maintain the instructor's technical knowledge and abilities in the
facility:

a. How do instructors stay up-to--date on facility/industry events
and facility change actions?

b. How do instructors maintain their proficiency on difficult/
complex tasks?

c. Does the continuing instructor training program include peri-
odic, structured in-facility activities to maintain and improve
the instructor's skills and knowledge of job requirements?

Comments:
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TAP 3

3. DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF
TRAINING STAFF

(Continued)

Criterion:

[-] 3.9 The trainingstaff maintains facility technical qualifications and familiarity with Job re-
quirements asappropriateto theirjob assignments.

[--] 3.9.1 Determine the effectiveness of instructor continuing technical and instruc-
tional training,as follows:

[7 i. Review continuing instructordevelopment activity.

l-'l 2. Describe the continuing training program used to maintain andim-
prove instructional knowledge and skills for instructors:

a. How was the content developed?

b. How is the instructor performance feedback used to develop
continuing development programs?

I'] 3. Describe how instructors maintain and improve their technical skills
and qualifications. Comment on the use of structured in-plant time to
maintain the instructor's technical knowledge and abilities in the
facility:

a. How do instructors stay up-to--date on facility/industry events
and facility change actions?

b. How do instructors maintain their proficiency on difficult/
complex tasks?

c. Does the continuing instructor training program include
periodic structured in-facility activities to maintain and im-
prove the instructor's skills and knowledge of job
requirements?

Comments:
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TAP 3

4. SUPPORT OF TRAINING WITH FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

Using the Support of Training with Facilities, Equipment, and Materials checklists below, determine if ali
of these criteria are being met by the facility.

CHterion:

!-1 4.1 Do classroom and other instructional facilities meet training needs?

i-7 4.1.1 Determine the adequacy of the training facilities, as follows:

!-1 1. Tour the training facilities used for the programs being evaluated.
Obtain a simplified floor plan, if available, and determine the status
of the following:

a. Are there sufficient facilities and resources available to support
effective training?

b. Are office spaces, furnishings, and resources adequate to sup-
port assigned training activities?

c. How are training facilities and resources scheduled and used?

I"] 2. Describe the physical layout of the training building(s) emphasizing
facilities dedicated to the programs under consideration.

1"] 3. Describe and evaluate how well available space supports training
goals and objectives.

1"] 4. Examine the simulator facilities, if applicable, and interview simula-
tor maintenance and training personnel and determine:

a. How is simulator fidelity maintained?

b. What, if any, significant differences exist between the facility
and the simulator? How are the differences handled during
training?

c. Are modifications incorporated in a timely manner?.Is there a
significant backlog of modifications?

!-1 5. Describe and evaluate the fidelity of the simulator to physical and
operational facility characteristics (e.g., downtime, backlogs).

I-'1 6. Discuss the effect of facility-simulator differences on training.
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TAP 3

4. SUPPORT OF TRAINING WITH FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

(Continued)

Criterion 4.1.1 (Continued):

['7 7. Describe the operational documents available for use on the
simulator.

1-7 8. Examine the laboratory facilities and interview laboratory instruc-
tors and supervisors.

L-] 9. Describe the laboratory facilities (e.g., space, equipment, safety
considerations).

['-i 10. Compare the similarity of the laboratory facility to physical and op-
erational plant characteristics.

Comments:
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TAP 3

4. SUPPORT OF TRAINING WITH FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

(Continued)

Criterion:

I-7 4.2 Does the training staff have necessary instructional aids and equipment to support train-
ing material development and presentation of classroom and practical demonstration
training consistent with program learning objectives?

I"1 4.2.1 Determine the adequacy of instructional aids and equipment, as follows:

["! 1. Examine the training staffs' use of instructional aids and equipment,
according to the following:

a. Are the needed training aids readily available?

b. Are training aids kept current and in good repair?

c. Are tools and equipment similar to those used in the facility?

["7 2. Evaluate the adequacy of the instructional aids available and used for
training.

Comments:
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TAP 3

4. SUPPORT OF TRAINING WITH FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 4.3 Have technical reference materials, including current facility procedures, drawings, and
training manuals, been readily available to the trainees and instructors.

I--I 4.3.1 Determine the availability and adequacy of technical reference materials, as
follows:

['7 1. Examine the reference library available to both instructors and
trainees.

1-7 2. List categories of reference materials available to both instructors
and trainees. Do they include:

a. Academic tests?

b. Engineering handbooks?

c. Facility technology texts and training materials?

d. Facility-specific documents?

e. Trade, technical and engineering journals?

f. Technical regulations, guides, codes, and standards?

g. Training related guides, guidelines, standards, and bulletins?

h. Materials describing significant industry events?

i. Materials on instructional technology, industrial training, and
related topics?

j. Facility procedures?

k. Facility drawings?

[=q 3. Interview clerks, librarians, and appropriate supervisors and
determine:

a. How does the training organization ensure that technical refer-
ence materials are readily available to the trainees and
instructors?

b. How are technical reference materials selected, acquired, and

maintained up to date? Describe briefly.
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TAP 3

4. SUPPORT OF TRAINING WITH FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

4. SUPPORT OF TRAINING WITH FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

(Continued)

Comments (Continued):
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TAP 3

5. CONDUCT OF JOB ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION
OF TASKS FOR TRAINING

Using the Conductof Job Analysis and Identification of Tasks for Training checklists below, determine if
ali of these cfiteda are being met by the facility.

Criterion:

I-1 $.1 Facility personnel, training staff, and other subject matter experts (SMEs), as appropri-
ate and asneeded, have conducted ajob analysis to develop a valid facility-specific task
lisL

1_] $.1.1 Verifycompletion of a job analysis, as follows:

[_ 1. How did the training organization conduct the job analysis?

E] 2. Determine who was involved in conducting the job analysis:

a. Were facility personnel, training staff, and SMEs competent in
job analysis regularly involved in the analysis?

[_ 3. How was the facility-specific task list generated and how was it
validated?

E] 4. Weretasks removed from the task lists for one job classification and
added to the task lists for that of another job classification in which
tasks are now performed?

Comments:
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TAP3

5. CONDUCT OF JOB ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION
OF TASKS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion:

["] 5.2 SMEs (appropriate facility technical personnel, training staff personnel, or knowledge-
able outside personnel) assist in the selection of tasks for training.

["l 5.2.1 Determine the involvement of subject matter experts in selecting tasks for
training, as follows:

[:] 1. By what method were tasks from the facility-specific task list se-
lected for training?

["1 2. Who participated in the task selection process?

a. Were SMEs, facility technical personnel, training staff person-
nel, and knowledgeable outside personnel used to select tasks?

b. Were personnel knowledgeable in the Job and Task Analysis
(JTA) used in the selection process?

Comments:
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TAP 3

5. CONDUCT OF JOB ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION
OF TASKS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion:

I--! 5.3 Each task selected for training (initial or continuing) from the facility-specific task list
is matrixed to supporting procedures and training materials and compared with existing
training materials in sufficient depth to determine if _xisting training adequately sup-
ports task performance.

[_ 5.3.1 Determine the adequacy of the method used to compare the training tasks to
existing training materials, as follows:

[_] 1. How are the tasks selected for training referenced to the training/
learning activities? (Is a training matrix used?) What individuals are
involved in this activity?

!-1 2. Determine if all tasks selected for training are adequately covered
by existing training materials:

a. Does an action plan exist to develop and implement training
for tasks that were selected for training but no training is cur-
rently done?

b. Does an action plan exist to improve training for tasks that are
inadequately covered by the existing training program?

c. How many tasks were deselected that had existing training?
What was the duration of the training? How many students
were required to attend?=

a. To be used for later accreditation cost/benefit analysis o_y.

Comments:
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TAP 3

5. CONDUCT OF JOB ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION
OF TASKS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion:

I-1 5.4 The facility-specific list of tasks selected for training and the comparison to train-
ing materials are reviewed periodically and updated, as necessitated by changes in
procedures, facility systems/equipment, job scope, and advances in technology.

I'] 5.4.1 Determine the adequacy of periodic review/revision of the task-to-

training matrix, as follows:

1-1 1. Determine how often the facility-specific task list is reviewed
and by whom:

a. Do facility staff, training staff, and SMEs participate?

I--] 2. How is the facility-specific list of "tasks selected for training"
updated and maintained? Cite references.

!'1 3. How is the task-to--training matrix maintained current?

Comments:
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TAP3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

Using the Establishment of Training Program Content checklists below, determine if ali of these criteria
are being met by the facility:

Criterion:

i"1 6.1 DOE and other appropriate training guidelines (e.g., training design specifications) are
used as a guide for selecting, sequencing, and verifying training program structure and
content.

I--] 6.1.1 Determine how the DOE and other appropriate training guidelines for sug-
gested content were used in the selection, sequencing, and verification of the
training program, as follows:

["1 1. Are appropriate guidelines available for use by training instructors
and supervisors?

!-'] 2. How were the guidelines used to create and modify training pro-
grams?

EZ] 3. Does the feedback tracking system include ,'-view of training pro-
grams against new guidelines?

F] 4. Compare the training program description, curriculum outline, or a
list of lesson plans to the guideline topics using the Instructors'
'_'raining Program Criteria" for:.

a. "Shift Supervisor/Manager-Operator/Technician" (Attach-
ment II-4)

b. "Shift Supervisor/Manager-Operator/Technician Requalifica-
tion" (Attachment II-5)

c. "Radiological Protection Technician" (Attachment II-6)

d. "Chemistry Technician" (Attachment II-7)

e. "Instrument and Control Technician" (Attachment I1-8)

f. "Electrical Maintenance Technician" (Attachment II-9)

g. "Mechanical Maintenance Technician" (Attahment II-10)

h. "Technical Staff" (Attachment 11-11)
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion 6.1.1(Continued):

I-1 5. ListanyomiRed8uidelinetopicsaspossibleconcerns.

I'1 6. Wfl_ a programdescription.Includea brief narrativeof comem
(initial andcontinuing), enlry-level, and duration.Providea course
outline showing topics, duration,and sequence. "RadiationChemis-
try Technician" (AttachmentII-12), show suggested format.

[-] 7. Obtainnumbers for the "ProgramStatus" (Attachment II-13).

Comments:
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"'1 6.2 Tasks are analyzed, as necessary, to determine the task's supporting skills and knowl-
edge to be included in training programs.

1-7 6.2.1 Determine the extent of task analysis performed and content validity of re-
sults, as follows:

I"! 1. Based on a review of facility systems, components, job descrip-
tions and interviews with SMEs, identify any tasks that are done at
the facility but do not appear on the task list. List these omissions as
concems:

a. Identify outside work groups or contractor tasks included in
this job position.

!"7 2. Discuss the tasks identified above with SMEs or other personnel
involved in the job analysis to determine why those tasks did not
appear on the task list.

1"7 3. Interview SMEs, instructional technologists, or other personnel in-
volved in task analysis to determine the extent of task analysis nec-
essary (existing material not sufficien0.

["] 4. For at least 10 randomly selected tasks, using the task-to-training
matrix, verify that the training materials listed in the matrix ade-
quately cover the skills and knowledge necessary for task
performance:

a. Review the training materials and references for one task at a
time using the '_Fraining Materials Review Checklists" for
"...--Classroom Lesson Plans," "...--O JT Qualification
Cards and Guides," and "...--Laboratory Guides" (Attach-
ments II-14 through 16), as appropriate.

b. How is prerequisite knowledge covered prior to task
performance?

c. Are training materials referenced to current facility proce-
dures and other technical and professional references?
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TAP3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion:

[='] 6.3 Personnel, qualified in the position for whichtrainingis being developed andconducted,
help determine trainingcontent and confirm its completeness.

[==] 6.3.1 Identify involvement by personnel qualified in the position in determining
trainingcontent, as follows:

[-] 1. Interview facility supervisors andincumbents to determineinputsto
trainingmaterialdevelopment.

["] 2. Determine what system of review is used for completed training
materials:

a. Do facility SMEs provide feedback on lesson content priorto
use?

b. Are changesmadepriortouse?

Comments:
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion:

E] 6.4 Current facility procedures, technical and professional references, and facility/industry
operating experience are used to identify training content and facility-specific informa-
tion for use in developing training materials.

[-7 6.4.1 Determine the extent of task analysis performed and content validity of re-
sults, as follows:

[-'] 1. Based on a review of facility systems, components, job descriptions
and interviews with SMEs, identify any tasks that are done at the fa-
cility but do not appear on the task list. List these omissions as
concerns:

a. Identify outside work groups or contractor tasks included in
this job position.

1"7 2. Discuss the tasks identified above with SMEs or other personnel in-
volved in the job analysis to determine why those tasks did not ap-
pear on the task list.

i'] 3. Interview SMEs, instructional technologists, or other personnel in-
volved in task analysis to determine the extent of task analysis neces-
sary (existing material not sufficient).

I-7 4. For at least 10 randomly selected tasks, using the task-to-training
matrix, verify that the training materials listed in the matrix ade-
quately cover the skills and knowledge necessary for task
performance:

a. Review the training materials and references for one task at a
time using the "Training Materials Review Check-
list--Classroom Lesson Plan," "...mO JT Qualification Cards
and Guides," and "Training Materials Review Check-
listnLaboratory Guidelines" (Attachments II-14 through 16),
as appropriate.

b. How is prerequisite knowledge covered prior to task
performance?

c. Are training materials referenced to current facility procedures
and other technical and professional references?
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENTOF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion:

E] 6,$ Initial training program content is modified to reflect the results of program review
and evaluation by facility and training staff personnel.

!"1 6.5.1 Determine how training program feedback has been used to modify or
improve the initial and continuing training programs, as follows:

["7 1. How is the training program evaluated?

["1 2. How are the evaluation resultsused to update, modify, or im-
prove the program content?

[-1 3. How are feedback action items controUed?

I"] 4. Are feedback action items tracked?

['1 5. How are trainee and program evaluation results used to deter-
mine continuing training content?

I"1 6. Was on-the-job performance of recent graduates and incum-
bents used to determine continuing training content?

[-'] 7. What inclusions are provided by the facility staff?.

['7 8. Is training staff responsive to facility input?

['7 9. Obtain copies of documents that show feedback into training
program content.

I-'] 10. Describe how operating experience is used to modify and im-
prove initial and continuing training programs:

a. How are in-house and industry events, plant modifica-
tions, procedure changes, etc., incorporated into training
materials?

b. Track examples of in-house events, industry events, facility
modifications, and procedure changes into training materials
using "Facility and Industry Events Tracking" and "Facility
Modification/Procedure Changes Tracking" (Attach-
ments II-17 and 18).

c. How are operating-experience action items controUed?
-
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion 6.5.1 (Continued):

d. How are operating-experience action items tracked?

e. Were changes incorporated into the training materials in a
timely manner?.

Comments:
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion:

['7 6.6 Continuing training content includes refresher training on selected initial training top-
ics, facility and industry events, facility and procedure modifications, retraining ad-
dressing task performance deficiencies, and refresher training on infrequently per-
formed tasks.

['7 6.6.1 Determine the content of continuing training and how it is defined, as
follows:

['7 1. Discern how the content of continuing training is determined:

a. Who is involved?

b. Are pertinent sources of content searched [UOR (Unusual
Occurrence Report), SOER (Significant Operating Experience
Report), SER (Safety Evaluation Report), PER (Performance
Evaluation Report), etc.)?

c. Do program evaluations help determine content?

['7 2. What is the content of continuing training? (Attach schedules from
the past two years and current year.)

Comments:
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion:

E] 6.7 The results of trainee and program evaluations are used to help determine the content of
continuing training.

!-7 6.7.1 Determine how training program feedback has been used to modify or im-
prove the initial and continuing training programs, as follows:

['] 1. How is the training program evaluated?

!"7 2. How are the evaluation results used to update, modify, or improve
the program content?

1"7 3. How are feedback action items controlled?

I-1 4. Are feedback action items tracked?

I"-1 5. How are trainee and program evaluation results u_ed to determine
continuing training content?

I"1 6. Was on-the-job performance of recent graduates and incumbents
used to determine continuing training content?

1"7 7. What inclusions are provided by the facility staff?.

i"7 8. Is training staff responsive to facility input?

1=7 9. Obtain copies of documents that show feedback into training pro-
gram content.

I'] 10. Describe how operating experience is used to modify and improve
initial and continuing training programs:

a. How are in-house and industry events, plant modifications,
procedure changes, etc., incorporated into training materials?

b. Track examples of in-house events, industry events, facility

modifications, and procedure changes into training materials
using "Facility and Industry Events Tracking" and "Facility
Modification/Procedure Changes Tracking" (Attach-
ments II-17 and 18).

c. How are operating--experience action items controlled?
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TAP 3

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING
PROGRAM CONTENT

(Continued)

Criterion 6.7.1 (Continued):

d. How are operating--experienceaction items tracked?

e. Were changes incorporated into the training materials in a
timely manner?

Comments:
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TAP 3

7. DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAINING

Using the Development of Learning Objectives as the Basis for Training checklists below, determine if all
of these criteria are being met by the facility:

Criterion:

I'! 7.1 The minimum trainee entry-level skills, knowledge, and experience for the posi-
tion are considered when developing learning objectives.

!-7 7.1.1 Determine how the minimum trainee entry-level is factored into the de-
velopment of learning objectives, as follows:

1"7 1. Discem how minimum trainee entry-lever skills, knowledge,
and experience are used in developing or modifying learning
objectives:

a. Are the minimum entry-level skills, knowledge, and ex-
perience documented?

b. Do learning objectives reflect the level of skills and
knowledge expected of new trainees?

Comments:
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TAP 3

7. DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OB__IVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAIN_

(Continued)

Criterion:

['7 7.2 Leaming objectives are derived from an analy_: of job pcfformar_c,e_u_remems and
are the basis for trainee/incumbent evaluation.

I_ 7.2.1 Determine the bases of _eaming objectives and trainee/incumbent evalua-
tions, as follows:

["] 1. Discem how the l_rformance requirements of the job areused in the
development or modification of learning objectives:

a. Are job and lask analysis data reflected in the learning
objectives?

['7 2. How are the learning objectives used in defining evaluation
methods?

Comments:
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TAP 3

7. DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion:

I"] 7.3 Learning objectives state the action (knowledge or skills) the trainee must demonstrate,
the conditions under which the action will take piace, and the standards of performance
the trainee should achieve upon completion of the training activity.

[--] 7.3.1 Determine the adequacy of learning objectives, as follows:

["1 1. Discern if leaming objectives are develo0ed such that each objec-
tive has the conditions under which: the action will take piace, the
specific action(s) will be demonstrated, and the standards of per-
formance will be acceptable:

a. If conditions are implied, is it easily understood what those
conditions are?

b. If generic standards are used or implied, is it easily understood
what the standards are?

Comments:
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TAP 3

7. DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion:

I"I 7.4 Learningobjectivesaregroupedbysimilartrainingsetting(e.g.,classroom,simulator,
laboratory,andfacility).

I"1 7.4.1 Determine the adequacy of learning-objective grouping, as follows:

[-1 1. Discern if learning objectives have been established for programs
in each training setting (e.g., classroom, simulator, laboratory, on-
the--job training (OJT), self-paced, walkthrough):

a. Is the grouping of learning objectives satisfactory?

I-1 2. Are the learning objectives used to select the appropriate setting,
teaching practices and trainee exercises?

Comments:
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TAP 3

7. DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Criterion:

E] 7.5 Learning objectives are sequenced based on their relationship to one another and help
trainees move from one level of skill and knowledge to another.

!'] 7.5.1 Determine the adequacy of learning--objective sequencing, as follows:

1-7 1. Are the learning objectives and their associated training materials
sequenced in a manner to help trainees progress from learning sim-
ple skills and knowledges to performing complex job-related tasks?

["7 2. Does the program consist of a series of enabling objectives leading
to a terminal, performance objective?

['7 3. Are learning objectives for classroom, simulmoi, OJT, laboratory,
etc., sequenced so that each phase supports training in the next
phase?

Comments:
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TAP 3

7. DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
AS THE BASIS FOR TRAINING

(Continued)

Comments (Continued):
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TAP 3

8. ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION USING LESSON
PLANS AND OTHER TRAINING GUIDES

Using the Grganization of Instruction Using Lesson Plans and OtherTraining Guides checklists below,
determine if all of these criteriaare being met by the facility:

Criterion:

[-] 8.1 Lesson plans for classroom instructionprovide for effective, consistent class presenta-
tions.

['-1 8.1.1 Determine the adequacy of classroom lesson plans, as follows:

['-] 1. Discern if the lesson plans are of sufficient detail to ensure consistent
and repeatable training:

a. What process ensures the level of detail?

[-] 2. Complete "Lesson Plans Checklist" (Attachment 11-19), for at leas;
10 lesson plans:

a. Include a sample of initial and continuing training lesson plans.

Comments:
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TAP3

8. ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION USING LESSON
PLANS AND OTHER TRAINING GUIDES

(Continued)

Criterion:

['-] 8.2 Lessonplansorequivalenttrainingguidesareusedforlaboratorytraining,OJT,andsim-
ulatortraining,andalsoincludestandardsforevaluatingpropertraineeperformance.

[-] 8.2.1 Determinetheadequacyoflessonmaterialsforlaboratory,OJT,andsimulator
training,asfollows:

1"7 1. Discern if lesson plans or equivalent training guides exist for each type
of training conducted (e.g., simulator, laboratory, OJT, self-paced):

a. Describe their use.

I-'] 2. Discern if the training guides provide standards forevaluating proper
trainee performance:

a. Are the standards used?

b. Are the standards based on job performance requirements?

[-1 3. Complete "Laboratory Guide Checklist," "OJT Guide Checklist," and
"Simulator Guide Checklist" (Attachments II-20 through 22, respec-
tively) as applicable for at least 10 lesson guides each, involving OJ'T,
laboratory, and simulator training:

a. Include a sample of initial and continuing training lesson plans.

Comments:
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TAP3

8. ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION USING LESSON
PLANS AND OTHER TRAINING GUIDES

(Continued)

Criterion:

["] 8.3 Lesson plans andother training materials are developed or modified using learning objec-
tives derived from job performance requirements.

E] 8.3.1 Determine how lesson materials are developed and modified:

["] 1. Discem how learning objectives, derived from the plant-specific task
lists, are used to develop or modify lesson plans and other training
materials:

a. Are on-the-job performance data obtained from job and task
analysis used in program development and modification?

b. Does training material content support the stated learning
objectives?

Comments:
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TAP 3

8. ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION USING LESSON
PLANS AND OTHER TRAINING GUIDES

(Continued)

Criterion:

[-1 8.4 Review and approvalrequirementsare established and used for ali lesson plans, training
guides, andother trainingmaterials priorto their issue and use.

1"] 8.4.1 Determine review and approval requirements established for lesson materials:

I-1 1. Discern if review and approval requirements are established for ali
lesson materials (e.g., classroom, laboratory, OJT, self-paced, work-
shop):

a. Describe the process.

I-7 2. Are ali lesson materials approved priorto issue and use?

Comments:
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TAP 3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND iNDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

Using the Conduct of Classroom and Individualized Instruction _,,_cklistsbelow,determineif ali of these
criteria are being met by the facility.

Criterion:

["] 9.1 Training is implemented as outlined by approved performance-based training materials
and is well--organized and currenL

["] 9.1.1 Verify implementation of training as outlined in lesson materials.

Comments:
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TAP3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Criterion:

['-I 9.2 Trainingactivities encourage direct trainee participation in the learning process.

['7 9.2.1 Verifyif trainingactivity encourages directtraineeparticipation.

Comments:
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TAP 3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
iNSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 9.3 Instructors prepare adequately to ensure effective and consistent delivery of the material.

i"7 9.3.1 Determine the adequacy of instructor preparation.

Comments:
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TAP 3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Criterion:

i"1 9.4 The instructor uses instructional techniques appropriate to the lesson content and learn-
ing objectives.

[-1 9.4.1 Determine the adequacy of instructional techniques, as follows:

['7 1. Observe two or more classroom training sessions. (Conduct a review

of ali lesson materials prior to the observation.) Complete "Instructor
Evaluation Instrument" (Attachment II--23), for each observation:

a. Did the instructor use current and approved lesson plans?

b. Are other training materials maintained current?

c. Are training schedules adhered to?

d. Did the instructor actively involve the trainees i_ the lesson?

e. Was the instructor adequately prepared?

f. Did the instructor follow the lesson plan?

!"] 2. Discern how instructors maintain instructional and technical
qualifications:

a. Do instructors participate in structured in-facility training?

b. How do instructors maintain familiarity with job requirements,
facility changes, operating experience, and technical
specifications?

c. What topics are covered in instructor continuing training? How
often do instructors receive continuing training?

['7 3. Review end of class/course critiques to determine the overall effec-
tiveness of instructors:

a. Do qualified evaluators provide specific feedback on instructor
performance using established c,-itique forms?
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TAP 3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

9. CONDUC1 OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Criterion:

I"] 9.5 When individualizedinstruction is used, either the training materials contain the informa-
tion to be learned, or referenced texts are readily available.

1-7 9.5.1 Determine the adequacy of individualized training, as follows:

I"] 1. Is individualized instruction used? (e.g., serf--paced, remedial, or class
makeup sessions)

!'] 2. Discern if the individualized instruction training materials contain
needed information:

a. Do the materials contain sufficient guidance to enable the trainee
to effectively utilize the materials?

I'1 3. Are referenced text or training materials readily available?

['7 4. How is trainee progress evaluated?

[-1 5. Is the conduct of individualized instruction controlled by procedure?

i-1 6. Are instructors available to answer questions and evaluate trainee
progress?

Comments:
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TAP 3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Criterion:

I-1 9.6 Trainee mastery of learning objectives is evaluated regularly, using written or oral
examinations andquizzes.

!--] 9.6.1 Verify regularity of trainee evaluation against learning objectives, as
follows:

I--I 1. Are written or oral examinations and quizzes given on a regular
basis?

i-7 2, Do the exam questions accurately measure trainee mastery of the
learning objectives?

Comments:
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TAP 3

9. CONDUCT OF CLASSROOM AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION

(Continued)

Criterion:

["] 9.7 Subcontracted training is evaluated to ensure that trainees are achieving the specified
learning objectives, as measured by appropriate written or oral examinations and quizzes.

I"1 9.7.1 Determine how subcontracted or vendor training is conm_lled, as follows:

1"7 1. How are the course objectives selected?

I-] 2. How are the program materials developed, reviewed, and approved?

i"1 3. How is the effectiveness of subcontracted training evaluated?

1-7 4. How axe subcontracted tralners/evaluators selected and monitored?

['7 5. Are trainees evaluated against the program learning objectives during
subcontracted training?

1"7 6. Are the evaluations conducted by subcontractors approved by training
management?

['7 7. How does the facility work with the subcontractor to ensure feedback
is communicated and acted upon effectively?

Comments:
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TAP 3

10. CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Using the Conduct of On-the-Job Training checklists below, determine if ali of these criteriaarebeing
met by the facility:

Criterion:

!"7 10.1 OJT is delivered using well-organized and current performance-based training
materials.

I"] 10.1.1 Verify implementation of training as outlined in lesson materials, as follows:

1"7 1. Observe one or more in-facility training sessions. (Conduct a review
of ali lesson materials prior to the observation.) Complete "OFF and
Laboratory Training Observation Checklist" (Attachment II-24), for
each observation:

a. Did the instructor use current and approved lesson materials?

b. Do evaluations check trainee knowledge?

c. Do the Training/Evaluation Standards (TESs) provide adequate
standards for knowledge and performance items? (Standards
may be given in plant procedures versus the TESs. In this case
evaluate the adequacy of the procedure standards.)

d. Are plant procedures used for performance checkouts?

!"7 2. Interview trainees and recent graduates. Determine their degree of
satisfaction with the training program:

a. Are instructors knowledgeable of the technical aspects of the
training material/job?

b. Do the instructors present material in an understandable man-
ner?

c. Is the mateiial taught in the classroom relevant to job perform-
ance?

d. Does the in-facility qualification program prepare them ade-
quately for the job?

e. What changes or embellishments would they make to improve
the program?
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TAP3

10. CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

10. CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

['7 10.2 Designated personnel who are instructed in program standards and methods conduct OJT.

1_] 10.2.1 Interview trainees and instructors/evaluators to determine how the OJT is con-
ducted. Also determine the qualification and knowledge level of personnel
conduclL,ag OJT, as follows:

1. How do trainees prepare for in-facility training/OJT?

["] 2. How is training conducted for items identified for in-facility training
or OJT?.

[-7 3. Are similar or like tasks grouped for training and qualification
purposes? If so, is the grouping practical?

['7 4. How does the training program prepare the trainee to perform job tasks
that cannot be performed or, the actual facility equipment?

[-1 5. Are the tools, equipment, technical manuals, facility procedures, and
reference materials used in training similar to those used on the job?

['7 6. When technical knowledge in addition to skills is to be gained, is
appropriate supporting material provided or referenced?

['7 7. How do trainers compensate for differences between training and
actual on-the-job conditions?

["] 8. Are the ins'.ructor/evaluators aware of the effect that in-facility/OJT
iterations may have on the facility?

I'] 9. Is prerequisite training specified and completed prior to qualification
on specific tasks or group of tasks?

["] 10. Do training materials address the differences between training and the
actual job conditions?

[-'] 11. How are training materials, tools, manuals, reference materials and
procedures maintained up--to--date?

[--] 12. How does the training pmgrana prepare the trainee to perform surveil-
lance (required by technical specifications) procedures applicable to

their job?

C] 13. Are surveillance procedures selected for in-facility training and quali-
fication representative of job complexity, importance, and difficulty?
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TAP 3

10. CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 10.2.1 (Continued):

Besides the interviews:

14. Obtain a list of designated instructorsandevaluators.

15, Are designated instructors/evaluators trained?

16. What instructions (published or taught) do the instructors/evaluators receive
on the methods of instruction and evaluation standards used in conducting
OJT?

17. Are instructors/evaluators periodically evaluated? How often and by whom?

Comments:
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TAP 3

10. CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

["'] 10.3 CompletionofO JT andtaskqualificationisby actualtaskperformance.When theactual
task cannotbeperformedbut is simulated or walked-through, the conditions of task per-
formance, references, tools, and equipment reflect the actual task to the extent possible.

!"7 10.3.1 Determine the number of "must perform" tasks, and for simulated tasks, the
fidelity to actual task conditions, references, tools, and equipment, as follows:

I"] 1. Discern if the facility requires a sufficient number of tasks to be per-
formed, regardless of the facility conditions necessary:

a. Are key tasks for position qualification included?

b. Are the tasks actually being performed using interviews and

reviews of completed qualification documents?

1"] 2. For tasks which must be simulated or walked-through, do task condi-
tions duplicate those expected for actual task completion?

!"7 3. For simulated or walked-through tasks, do the references, tools, and
equipment used duplicate those used for actual task performance?

Comments:
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TAP 3

10. CONDUCT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
(Continued)

Comments (Continued):
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING

Using the Conduct of SimulatorTrainingchecklists below, determineif all of these criteriaarebeing met
by the facility.

Criterion:

[-I II.I An appropriatesimulatoris used forhands-on training to demonstrateoperational char-
acteristics and for recognition andcontrol of normal, abnormal,and emergency facility/
process conditions. Differences between the simulator and the facility/process are ac-
commodated in the trainingsession.

['-] II.I.I Determine the fidelity and effectiveness of the simulator,as follows:

["] 1. Discern if the simulator has the following capabilities (training
features) necessary to effectively conducttrainingfor:

a. Snapshot function

b. Backup/backLrackfunction

c. Fast/slow time function

d. Freeze function

e. Override function

f. Monitor parameter functions

g. Appropriate initial conditions inventory

h. Appropriate malfunction inventory (including malfunction
variables).

I'1 2. How well do the simulator physical characteristics reflect the facility?

3. Does the level of simulator fidelity support accomplishment of the
Pl learning objectives?

4. Are the tools, equipment, drawings, reference materials, and plant
['7 procedures in the simulator the same as those used in the facility?

5. What is the extent of the known negative training effect (cite examples
!"i as appropriate)?

6. How are differences between the simulator and the facility accommo-
I"] dated in training sessions?
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 11.1.1 (Continued):

[-] 7. Has an effective configuration comrol program been established to
control simulator fidelity? Address the items listed below to assist you
in your assessment:

a. Review the administrative aspects of the simulator's configura-
tion control program.

b. Identify the backlog of deviations, evaluate relative importance
of each, review plans to correct the deviations including any
schedules.

c. Does the backlog of modifications affect simulator training?

d. Has simulator downtime adversely affected simulator training
schedules?

e. Identify how facility modifications are reviewed for simulator
modifications.

f. Identify how the fidelity of the simulator is evaluated after a
change has been incorporated.

!"] 8. Does the maintenance group work closely with the instructional staff
to ensure maintenance activities have a minimal effect on simulator
availability?

Comments:
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 11.2 The training programcontent is implemented as outlined by approved performance-
based training materials and is weU-organized and current.

['7 11.2.1 Determine the appropriateness and effectiveness of the simulator training
materials, as foUows:

Note: If simulator training is scheduled during the team visit observe
a complete simulator training session (including any asso-
ciated classroom training). Complete a review of all training
materials prior to the observation. Use the attached "Simulator
Training Observation Checklist" (Attachment II-25), to guide
evaluation.

r"] 1. Determine if the format of the simulator training materials is appropri-
ate for the type of training being conducted. Review as many of the
training materials as possible (>30%).

['7 2. Identify the current development and revision status of the simulator
training materials.

[--I 3. Are simulator scenarios, exercise guides, and associated classroom
lesson plans reviewed and revised, and are presentations practiced
prior to actualtraining?

r-! 4. Are newly developed and significantly revised exercise guides/
scenarios validated on the simulator prior to their use in training?

I-1 5. Are sufficient time and resources provided to the instructors to keep
the simulator training materials current and to develop new materials
asrequired?

I-'1 6. Is unstructured time available (roughly 25%) in the training schedule
for correcting deficiencies, reinforcement, and student requests?

1"7 7. Are the simulator exercise guides and scenarios developed using
standardized formats?

[-] 8. Has a properselection of scenarios and malfunctions been developed
to ensure that ali learning objectives can be effectively covered?

1"7 9. Do the classroom training materials complement the associated simu-
lator exercise guides?
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TAP3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 11.2.1 (Continued):

['] 10. Are the initial simulator training activities sequenced in a mannerto
help the trainees progress from learning simple skills and knowledge
to performing complex interrelated tasks?

11. Is the appropriate simulator training method (demonstration, unan-
nounced casualty, component or system operation, integrated plant
operation., case study, etc.) incorporated in the simulator exercise to
effectively cover the learning objectives?

!-1 12. Do the exercise guides apply to use of previously leamed skills and
knowledge? Specifically, is theoretical knowledge learned in the
classroom incorporated into the exercise guide content?

["7 13. Have appropriate plant and industry events been effectively incorpo-
rated into the simulator training materials?

["! 14. Do the exercise guides used in continuing training reflect and reinforce
the operating philosophy and standards of the facility?

[-7 15. During initial training, are specific simulator exercises used to rein-
force fundamentals of teamwork and diagnostic skills taught in the
classroom?

[:] 16. Are sample questions included as part of the simulator exercise
guides?

[:] 17. Determine if the preexercise briefings include the following kinds of
instructional activities to ensure consistency and effectiveness:

a. Team assignments

b. Facility conditions

c. Learning objectives (training situations only)

d. Simulator differences

e. Control-board walkdown

f. Ground rules that apply in any training session on the simulator.

["1 18. Is team instruction normally used by the simulator instructors? (Exam-
ple: One instructor performs trainee evaluations while the other oper-
ates the simulator and role plays outside personnel.)
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TAP3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

I'-! 11.3 Instructors prepare adequately for simulator sessions to ensure effective and consistent
training.

E] 11.3.1 Determine the effectiveness and capabilities of the simulator instructional
staff, as follows:

1"1 1. Does the selection process ensure appropriate individuals are selected
for simulator instructor qualification?

!'] 2. Determine if the simulator instructor initial training program includes:

a. Senior reactor operator or equivalent level training (as appro-
priate)

b. Basic instructional platform skills training

c. Training on the simulator hardware and software

d. Specific instructional techniques associated with simulator
instruction and evaluation

e. Requirements for simulator instructor certification.

['7 3. Determine if the continuing training program includes:

a. Operator level of continuing training

b. Periodic training on selected instructional topics

c. Continued awareness of the facility's current operational
philosophy

d. Correction of observed simulator instructional performance
deficiencies.

["1 4. Identify how the simulator instructors are periodically evaluated
(include informal and formal evaluations).
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

r"! 11.4 The instructorusesinstructionaltechniquesappropriatetothesituation.

I"i 11.4.1 Determinetheappropriatenessandeffectivenessof the simulatortraining
materials, as follows:

Note: If simulator training is scheduled duringthe team visit observe
a complete simulator training session (including any asso-
ciated classroom training). Complete a review of aLItraining
materials priorto the ob,qervation.Use the attached "Simulator
Training Observation Checklist" (Attachment 11-25), to guide
evaluation.

r-] 1. Determineif theformatof the simulatortrainingmaterialsisappropri-
ate for the type of training being conducted. Review as many of the
training materialsas possible (>30%).

2. Identify the current development and revision status of the simulator
training materials.

I-1 3. Are simulator scenarios, exercise guides, and associated classroom
lesson plans reviewed and revised, and are presentations practiced
prior to actual training?

["] 4. Are newly developed and significantly revised exercise guides/
scenariosvalidated on the simulatorpriorto their use in training?

1"7 5. Are sufficient time and resources provided to the instructors to keep
the simulator training materials current and to develop new materials
as required?

1"7 6. Is unstructuredtime available (roughly25%) in the training schedule
for correcting deficiencies, reinforcement,and student requests?

r-! 7. Are the simulator exerciseguidesandscenariosdevelopedusing
standardizedformats?

i'] 8. Has a proper selection of scenarios and malfunctions been developed
to ensure that ali learning objectives can be effectively covered?

1"7 9. Do the classroom training materials complement theassociated simu-
lator exercise guides?
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 11.4.1 (Continued):

l-'] 10. Are the initial simulatortraining activities sequenced in a mannerto
help the traineesprogressfromlearning simple skills andknowledge
to performing complex interrelatedtasks?

[--] 11. Is the appropriatesimulator training method (deraonstration, unan-
nounced casualty, component or system operation, integrated plant
operation, case study, etc.) incorporated in the simulator exercise to
effectively cover the learning objectives?

E] 12. Do the exercise guides apply to use of previously learned skills and
knowledge? Specifically, is theoretical knowledge learned in the
classroom incorporated into the exercise guide content?

['7 13. Have appropriate plant and industryevents been effectively incorpo-
rated into the simulator training materials7

['7 14. Do the exercise guides used in continuing training reflect and rein-
force the operating philosophy and standardsof the facility?

[=] 15. During initial training, axe specific simulator exercises used to rein-
force fundamentals of teamwork and diagnostic skills taught in the
classroom?

[-] 16. Are sample questions included as part of the simulator exercise
guides?

[=! 17. Determine if the preexercise brief'rags include the following kinds of
instructional activities to ensure consistency and effectiveness:

a. Team assignments

b. Facility conditions

c. Learning objectives (training situations only)

d. Simulator differences

e. Control-board walkdown

f. Ground rules that apply in any training session on the simulator.

[--] 18. Is team instruction normally used by the simulator instructors? (Ex-
ample: One instructor performs trainee evaluations while the other
operates the simulator and role plays outside personnel.)
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TAP3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

["I 11.5 Individual trainee and team performance is evaluated regularly against established learn-
ing objectives.

!"7 11.5.1 Verify regularity of trainee and team performance evaluation against learning
objectives, as follows:

1"7 1. Are trainees routinely evaluated against established learning objec-
tives?

['] 2. Are teams routinely evaluated against established learning objectives?

["] 3. What are the total number of simulator contact hours provided in initial
and continuing training?

1_ 4. Is simulator training distributed throughout the year to maximize its ef-
fectiveness?

['1 5. Discern if posttraining critiques of simulator training sessions include
the following kinds of instructional activities to ensure consistency and
effectiveness:

a. Positive reinforcement of actions performed correctly and stu-
dent/team progress

b. Review of student/team performance as measured against the
learning objectives

c. Correction of student/team knowledge weaknesses

d. The student's/team's self-evaluation of their performance

e. Identification of areas that need improvement

f. Solicitation of student questions and discussion of answers

g. Solicitation of student comments concerning simulator fidelity
and procedural adequacy.
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TAP3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Comments:
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TAP 3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

[-] 11.6 Subcontracted trainingis evaluated to ensure that trainees are achieving the specified
learning objectives, as measured by appropriateevaluation methods andperformance
standards.

I--] 11.6.1 Determine the effectiveness of subcontracted simulator training using a
non_facility-referencedsimulator (if applicable), as follows:

['7 1. Determine if the following specification considerations are incorpo-
ratedinto simulatorvendortraining subcontracts:

a. Learningobjectives to be covered

b. Trainingmaterials to be developed andused

c. Instructor technical and instructional qualification

d. Trainee and program evaluations to be performed

e. Required temporary modification of the vendor's simulator.

I-'] 2. Does the vendor's simulator have sufficient fidelity to ensure that
learning objectives can be met with minimal negative learning?

1"7 3. Are temporary software and hardware modifications made to the ven-
dor's simulator in order to enhance the simulator's fidelity? Listed be-
low are several possible examples:

a. Home facility labels are affixed to the boards and annunciators.

b. Systems and components not in the home facility are deactivated
where possible.

c. Simulator software is modified to reflect the home facility's set-
points, constants: and capacities.

[-7 4. Are the materials, including procedures, curve books, drawings, logs,
and operational aids, used on the simulator the same ones that are used
in the facility? Are these materials revised to ensure they remain up--
to--date?

I-] 5. Is a listing of simulator and facility similarities and differences pro-
vided to the trainees prior to the beginning of instruction?
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TAP3

11. CONDUCT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 11.6.1 (Continued):

[--I 6. Have thevendor instructorsbeentrained on the trainees'home
facility?

I"] 7. Are facilitytraininginstructorsqualifiedto conducttrainingandeval-
uationsonthevendor'ssimulator?

1"7 8. Aremembersof the facility training staff present at ag vendor training
sessions to settle any conflicts that arise?

["] 9. Are the vendor instructors knowledgeable of the facility policies and
standardson the conduct of operations?Do the vendor instructorsen-
force these standards during the training?

['] I0. After completion of initial training, are the trainees adequately de-
briefed concerning the differences between the simulator and the
home facility?

Comments:
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TAP 3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING

UsingtheConductof LaboratoryTrainingchecklistsbelow,determineif aUof thesecriteria arebeingmet
by the facility.

Criterion:

[==] 12.1 The training programcontent is implemented as outlined by approvedtraining materials
and is well-organized, current,and structured to provide practical experience.

1"7 12.1.1 Verify implementationof training structuredto provide practical experience as
outlined in lesson materials, and verify the adequacy of instructorpreparation
and instructional techniques, as follows:

["l 1. Observeoneor morelaboratorytrainingsessions.(Conducta reviewof
ali lessonmaterialsprior to the observation.)Complete"OJT and
LaboratoryTraining ObservationChecklist" (AttachmentII-24), for
eachobservation:

a. Did the instructor use current and approved exercise guides and
procedures?

b. Was the training guide adhered to?

c. Are training schedules adhered to?

d. Are training materials maintained current?

e. Did the training provide the trainees with structured, practical
experience?

f. Did the instructor use the full capabilities of the laboratory or
workshop facilities and equipment?

g. Was the instructor adequately prepared?

I-'] 2. Discern how instructors maintain instructional and technical
qualifications:

a. Do instructors participate in structured in-facility training?

b. How do instructors re.'aintainfamiliarity with job requirements,
facility changes, operating experience, and technical
specifications?

c. What topics are covered in instructor continuing training? How
often do instructors receive continuing training?
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TAP 3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 12.1.1 (Continued):

1"7 3. Review end of class/course critiq,les to determine the overall effec-
tiveness of instructors.

a. Does the critique form require specific feedback on instructor
performance?

!-7 4. What techniques do laboratory and workshop instructors use to
ensure effective laboratory on workshop training?

I'-I 5. Are visual aids or demonstrations used effectively?

Comments:
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TAP 3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORYTRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

I-1 12.2 Conditionsof task performance, references, tools, an_ equipment reflect the actual job to
the extent possible.

i"1 12.2.1 Determine the degree of fidelity between actual plant conditions of task per-
formance and those in the laboratory, as follows:

1"7 1. Are the laboratory exercises relevant to the performance of in-plant
tasks?

["1 2. Are the tools, equipment, technical manuals, plant procedures, and ref-
erence materials used in training similar to those used on the job?

!"1 3. How do instructors compensate for differences-between training and
actual on-the-job conditions?

[-] 4. How do training activities and materials encourage or require direct
trainee participation in the learning process?

['] 5. Who is responsible for maintaining lab or workshop equipment?

[-1 6. How well does training equipment match equipment used in the plant?

I--] 7. How are differences between plant and training facilities handled?

I-1 8. Describe the laboratory or shop facilities.

I-1 9. Evaluate the similarity of the laboratorT and shop facilities to the
physical and operational plant characteristics.

Comments:
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TAP3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORYTRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

]"l 12.3 Training activities encourage direct trainee participation in the learning process.

1-7 12.3.1 Verify training activity encouragement of direct trainee participation, as
follows:

1"7 1. Are trainees merely shown how to perform tasks or do they actually
perform them?

["] 2. Are trainees given the opportunity to participate in training activities?

I-"] 3. Are trainees given the opportunity to practice?

I"! 4. Are instructors directed to encourage student participation?

["1 5. Is trainee-instructor interaction maximized?

Comments:
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TAP 3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

I"1 12.4 Instructors prepare adequately to ensure effective and consistent delivery of the material.

r-I 12.4.1 verify implementation of training structured to provide practical experience as
outlined in lesson materials, and verify the adequacy of instructor preparation
and instructional techniques, as follows:

['7 1. Observe one or more laboratory training sessions. (Conduct a review of
all lesson materials prior to the observation.) Complete "O JT and Labo-
ratory Training Observation Checklist" (Attachment II-24), for each
observation:

a. Did the instructor use current and approved exercise guides and
procedures?

b. Was the training guide adhered to?

c. Are training schedules adhered to?

d. Are training materials maintained current?

e. Did the training provide the trainees with structured, practical
experience?

f. Did the instructor use the full capabilities of the laboratory or
workshop facilities and equipment?

g. Was the instructor adequately prepared?

I--] 2. Discern how instructors maintain instructional and technical qualifica-
tions:

a. Do instructors participate in structured in-facility training?

b. How do instructors maintain familiarity with job requirements,
facility changes, operating experience, and technical
specifications?

c. What topics are covered in instructor continuing training? How
often do instructors receive continuing training?
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TAP3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 12.4.1 (Continued):

[--] 3. Reviewendofclass/coursecritiquestodeterminetheoveralleffective-
nessofinstructors.

a. Doesthecritiqueformrequirespecificfeedbackoninstructor
performance?

1"7 4. What techniques do laboratory and workshop instructors use to ensure
effective laboratory on workshop training?

I'] 5. Are visual aidsor demonstrations used effectively?

Comments:
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TAP 3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

[7 12.5 The instructoruses instructionaltechniques appropriatetothe setting.

I"] 12.5.1 Verify implementation of training structured to provide practical experience
as outlined in lesson materials, and verify the adequacy of instructor prepara-
tion and instructional techniques, as follows:

['-] 1. Observe one or more laboratory training sessions. (Conduct a review
of all lesson materials prior to the observation.) Complete "OJT and
Laboratory Training Observation Checklist" (Attachment II-24), for
each observation:

a. Did the instructor use current and approved exercise guides and
procedures?

b. Was the training guide adhered to?

c. Are training schedules adhered to?

d. Are training mater,als maintained current?

e. Did the training provide the trainees with structured, practical
experience?

f. Did the instructor use the full capabilities of the laboratory or
workshop facilities and equipment?

g. Was the instructor adequately prepared?

1"7 2. Discern how instructors maintain instructional and technical
qualifications:

a. Do instructors participate in structured in-facility training?

b. How do instructors maintain familiarity with job requirements,
facility changes, operating experience, and technical
specifications?

c. What topics are covered in instructor continuing training? How
often do instructors receive continuing training?
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TAP 3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion 12.5.1 (Continued):

!"7 3. Review end of class]course critiques to determine the overall
effectiveness of instructors.

a. Does the critique form require specific feedback on instructor
performance?

I"l 4. What techniques do laboratory and workshop instructors use to ensure
effective laboratory on workshop training?

['7 5. Are visual aids or demonstrations used effectively?

Comments:
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TAP3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

['7 12.6 Trainee performance is evaluated regularly against established teaming objectives.

["l 12.6.1 Verifyregulaflty of traineeevaluation against objectives, as foUows:

['7 1. Are trainees evaluated on a regularbasis?

['1 2. Do the evaluations use the standards specified in the learning
objectives?

["1 3. Areevaluationsconductedtomeasuretraineeperformanceagainstjob
performance,-basedstandards?

Comments:
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TAP3

12. CONDUCT OF LABORATORY TRAINING
(Continued)

Criterion:

!"7 12.7 Subcontracted training is evaluated to ensure that trainees are achieving the specified
learning objectives, as measured by appropriate evaluation methods and performance
standards.

["1 12.7.1 Determine how subcontracted laboratory training is controlled, as follows:

[-'1 1. How are the laboratory objectives selected?

[-1 2. What training is conducted by subcontractors?

[-1 3. How are the program materials developed, reviewed, and approved?

I-'] 4. How is the program evaluated by the training organization?

l"! 5. How are subcontracted trainers/evaluators selected and monitored?

1"7 6. Are trainees evaluated? ttow?

["'! 7. Are the evaluations conducted by subcontractors approved by training
management?

!'1 8. Ht_wdoes the facility work with the subcontractor to ensure feedback is
communicated and acted upon effectively?

Comments:
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALIF!CATION/CERTIFICATION

Using the Examinations and Evaluations Leading to Qualification/Certification checklists below, deter-
mine if ali of these criteria are being met by the facility.

Criterion:

['7 13.1 Development, approval, security, administration, and maintenance of examinations and
examination question banks is systematically controlled.

Iii 13.1.1 Verify the adequacy of methods for systematically controlling examinations
and examination question banks, as follows:

!-1 1. Are methods in piace f_,"the development, approval, security, adminis-
tration, and maintenance of oral and written examinations and exami-
nation question banks?

I-1 2. Does the system of controlling examinations and exam question banks
describe methods in sufficient detail to promote consistency?

[_ 3. Describe or attach procedures or policies covering examinations and
exam questions banks.

['7 4. Describe the academic honesty policy of the facility:

a. Is this policy known by trainees?

Comments:
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TAP3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion:

[-1 13.2 Examinations andOJT/laboratory/simulatorperformanceevaluations containa represen-
tativecross--sectionofknowledge,skills,andabilitiesrequiredfortheposition.

['-] 13.2.1 Determinethecontentvalidityofwrittenandoralexaminationsandperform-
ante evaluations

--Based on a comparison of written and oral examinations to associated
lesson plans and learning objectives (three minimum), as follows:

I'1 1. Do the exam questions accurately measure the trainee's mastery of the
learning objectives?

1"1 2. Are examination keys used?

nBased on a review of laboratory and facility OJT performance evaluations,
as follows:

['7 1. Do qualification criteria reflect actual job performance standards?

["] 2. Are the evaluation methods (perform, simulate, discuss, etc.) defined
and appropriate to the task being evaluated?

["1 3. Are their specific "perform only" items identified? How many? What
percentage?

I"'1 4. Are the evaluations intended to check the trainee knowledge and
skills?

--Based on a review of simulator exercise evaluations, as follows:

[-1 1. Discern if the following types of criteriaare used aspart of the simula-
tor exercise guides to assess individual performance:

a. Control-board awareness

b. Event diagnosis

c. Supervisory skills

d. Communications

e, A_rt.ent,_'onto detail
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion 13.2.1 (Continued):

f. Technical knowledge

g. Decisionmaking and problem solving

h. Procedure use and compliance

i. Immediate and subsequent actions.

[-1 2. During initial and continuing training, determine if the following kinds
of standards are used as part of the simulator exercise guides to assess
team performance, as follows:

a. Conflict resolution

b. Positive reinforcement

c. Promotion of winning attitudes

d. Influencing team decisions

e. Communication monitoring

f. Providing feedback.

[-1 3. Discem if written performance evaluation forms are specifically de-
signed to support assessment of the trainee to established standards

--For all types of examinatiom/evaluations, as follows:

["! 1. Are enough lesson leaming objectives tested to predict trainee per-
formance in the area?

Comments:
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion:

[--] 13.3 Trainees and incumbents who fail examinations and/or OJT/laboratory/simulator per-
formance evaluations arc provided structured remedial training and reevaluated.Mini-
mum progress standards are established.

[--] 13.3.1 Determine the adequacy of trainee and incumbent remediation and reevalua-
tion methods, as follows:

I"1 1. Are trainees/incumbents provided with remedial training or tutoring?
Describe the procedure.

["1 2. Are traineesfmcumbents reexamined on the material where they could
not demonstrate adequate knowledge or performance?

[-] 3. Are reexamination questions varied?

!'-I 4. How is this remedial training, reexamination, and repeat performance
documented?

["1 5. Are the number of reexaminatiom limited?

Comments:
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALI FiCATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion:

["1 13.4 All examination questions are referenced to one or more learning objectives.

1"] 13.4.1 Determine the relationship of exam questions to learning objectives, as
follows:

1"-] 1. Discern if each written exam question is referenced to one or more
learning objectives, as follows:

a. Does the exam question accurately measure trainee mastery of
the objective?

i'! 2. Discern if each oral exam question is referenced to one or more leam-
ing objectives, as follows:

a. Does the exam question accurately measure trainee mastery of
the objective?

b. Is the question worded such that it can be repeated conzistently by
different evaluators?

1-7 3. Do knowledge evaluations, conducted during performance checkoffs,
relate directly to objectives?

Comments:
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion:

[-'] 13.5 The contentof examinations is changed at intervalssufficient to preventcompromise.

["] 13.5.1 Determine facility proceduresfor varying examination content, as follows:

['7 1. Does the facility requirechange in exam content fromone exam to the
next?

[7 2. Is the content of exams changed from one exam to the next?

["] 3. What percentage of change is required?(Is this based on point value or
the number of questions?)

[7 4. Is there any evidence of exam compromise?

Comments:
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALI FICATION/C ERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 13.6 Examinations and OJT/laboratory/simulator performance evaluations are administered
and graded in a consistent manner. Acceptance criteria to be used are defined before the
examination and performance evaluation.

!"] 13.6.1 Evaluate the consistency of examination and performance evaluation adminis-
tration and grading

--For classroom, laboratory, and OJT, as follows:

['7 1. Are clear instructions for administration of examinations and perform-
ance evaluations provided to instructors/evaluators?

I"'! 2. Are examination keys used for grading of exams?

["1 3. Do program procedures ensure consistent grading?

["1 4. Are examinations graded consistently?

i'! 5. Do performance evaluations use clearly stated, detailed standards?

!--] 6. Do the evaluations adhere to the standards specified?

!"] 7. Do the evaluators adhere to facility procedures for the conduct of
evaluationr:?

["1 8. Discern what the criteria are for successful completion of class-
room/self-paced, laboratory, simulator, and in--facility training:

a. Are the criteria known by the trainee prior to completion of
training?

--For simulator training:

I-'] 1. Are evaluation rating criteria sufficiently detailed to ensure consistent
measurement of the trainees?

!"] 2. Determine if the frequency is appropriate, in which formal evaluations
are conducted, during initial and continuing training.

["] 3. Are individual and shift team performances evaluated on a continuing
basis by instructor critiques at the end of each exercise?
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TAP 3

13. EXAMINATIONS AND EVALUATIONS LEADING TO
QUALIFlCATION/CERTIFICATION

(Continued)

Criterion 13.6.1 (Continued):

I-'] 4. Do appropriateoperations management personnel participate in the
evaluation of the control room teams in continuing training?

["7 5. Are formally documented evaluations for each individual and shift
crew completed at the end of each simulator training cycle?

[--] 6. Determine whether simulatorperformance evaluations are effective in
determining the ability of each individual and shift team to operate the
plant. Look for the following kinds of attributes:

a. Are the results of the evaluations analyzed to determine future
training needs?

b. Is the duration of the evaluation appropriate?

c. Is the evaluation evaluated by qualified senior facility
management?

d. Are both the team and individual formally evaluated?

e. Are several evaluation scenarios used to ensure integrity is not
compromised between operating crews?

f. Is a combined written operational evaluation utilized?
Comments:
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TAP3

14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

Using the Systematic Evaluation of Training Effectiveness checklists below, determine if ali of these
criteria are being met by the facility.

Criterion:

1-] 14.1 A comprehensive evaluation of individual training programsis conducted by qualified
individuals on a periodic basis to identify program strengths and weaknesses.

[=7 14.1.1 Determine how and by whom training effectiveness is evaluated, as follows:

I"] 1. Are regular, comprehensive program evaluations or audits performed?
How often?

['7 2. Do personnel performing the evaluation have expertise in the program
area and knowledge of program development and evaluation
techniques?

['=1 3. Does the program evaluation inc)ude subcontracted training?

['7 4. Does the program evaluation include periodic review of training con-
tent by facility personnel?

[-1 5. Is trainee in-training performance reviewed?

['-] 6. Are program strengths and weaknesses accurately determined?

Comments:
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TAP 3

14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 14.2 Training delivery is monitored in ali instructional settings and evaluated with regard to
instructions, materials, and instructor performance.

['7 14.2.1 Determine the adequacy of training delivery evaluations, as follows:

1"] 1. Are instructors evaluated in each setting in which they instruct on a
regular basis? How and by whom?

['l 2. Is the quality of instruction (instructor knowledge, presentation skills,
etc.) regularly evaluated? How and by whom?

1"] 3. Are instructors' performance deficiencies corrected? How?

['7 4. Are instructional materials periodically evaluated? By whom and
how?

Comments:
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TAP 3

14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

["] 14.3 Feedbackfromtraineeperformanceduringtrainingis usedto evaluateandrefinethe
training program.

['-] 14.3.1 Determine how trainee in-training performance feedback is gathered and
used, as follows:

[-'] 1. Discem how in-training feedback from trainee performance is regu-
larly andsystematically obtained:

a. Is thefeedback obtainedadequateto determine if improvementis
needed?

['7 2. Discernhowthefeedbackisusedto evaluateandimprovethetraining
program:

a. Is trainee in-training performance used to identify programdefi-
ciencies requiring follow-up action?

b. How are specific changes identified and completed?

Comments:
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TAP 3

14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

['] 14.4 Feedback from former trainees and their supervisors is used to evaluate and refine the
training program.

I-1 14.4.1 Determine how feedback from former trainees and their supervisors is
gathered and used, as follows:

["7 1. Discern how posttraining (after the trainee has returned to their normal
duties) job performance feedback is regularly and systematically ob-
tained from the trainee and their supervisor:

a. Is the feedback obtained adequate to determine if improvement is
needed?

E] 2. Discern how the feedback is used to evaluate and improve the training
program:

a. How is the feedback used to identify program deficiencies requir-
ing follow-up action?

b. How are specific changes identified and completed?

['7 3. What other methods are used to obtainfeedback on traineeposttraining
job performance?

Comments:
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TAP3

14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

[-7 14.$ Changeactions(e.g.,procedurechanges,equipmentchanges,facilitymodifications)are
monitoredandevaluatedfortheirapplicabilitytothedevelopmentormodificationofini-
tialandcontinuingtrainingprogramsandareincorporatedinatimelymanner.

['] 14.5.1 Determinehow changeactionsaremonitored,evaluated,andincorporatedinto
thetrainingprogram,asfollows:

I-7 1. Discern if the facility personnel monitor the following (dcscribe how):

a. Changes to DOE regulatory requirements

b. Facility equipment and procedure modifications.

[-7 2. Who is responsible for evaluating and incorporating change actions?

1-7 3. How are needed changes and/oradditions made to training materials?

[-'] 4. Are the changes/additions made in a timely manner?

Comments:
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TAP 3

14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

I"! 14.6 Facility and industry operating experience is monitored and evaluated for applicability to
development or modification of initial and continuing training programs and is incorpo-
rated in a timely manner.

1"7 14.6.1 Determine how facility and industry operating experience is monitored,
evaluated, and incorporated into the training program, as follows:

[-7 1. Discern if the facility personnel monitor the following (describe how):

a. Industrial events and accidents

b. Facility events and unusual occurrences

c. Industry events and unusual occurrences

d. Personnel performance errors

e. Facility internal and external inspection, evaluation, and audit
reports

f. Facility and industry operating/maintenance experience.

!-'1 2. Who is responsible for evaluating and incorporating facility and indus-
try experience?

I-7 3. How are needed changes or additions made to training materials?

I-'1 4. Are the changes/additions made in a timely manner?

!"] 5. Are industry events discussed using a case study approach?

Comments:
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14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

!-'1 14.7 Improvements and changes to initial and continuing training are systematically initiated,
evaluated, tracked, and incorporated to correct training deficiencies and performance
problems.

[_ 14.7.1 Determine the adequacy of the system for initiating, evaluating, tracking, and
incorporating training improvements and changes, as follows:

["! 1. Does a system exist for initiating, evaluating, tracking, and incorporat-
ing improvements and changes?

['7 2. How and by whom are these items tracked from identification to being
incorporated into training?

['7 3. Are items pertinent to the trairdng program consistently identified for
evaluation?

I'-] 4. Are applicable changes and improvements identified, based on the
evaluations?

[_ 5. Are changes and improvements routinely made in a timely manner?.

Comments:
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14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criierion:

1"7 14.8 Changes in job scope are evaluated to determine the need for development or modification
of initial and continuing training programs.

[-'1 14.8.1 Determine the adequacy of job-scope monitoring, as foUows:

1"7 1. Does the training department monitor job scope for changes?

I"-1 2. How does changing job scope initiate systematic evaluation of training
change need?

["] 3. Are changes made to the training program?

i"7 4. Are changes made in a timely manner?.

Comments:
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14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Criterion:

1"7 14.9 Subcontracted training is evaluated for its contribution to meeting job performance re-
quirementsand to ensure that its quality is consistent with the facility training standards.

1"7 14.9.1 Determine the adequacy of subcontracted training evaluation, as follows:

['7 1. Does the facility adequately and systematically evaluate subcontracted
training?

1"7 2. Are needed changes and improvements identified?

1"7 3. Are changes and improvements made to the subcontracted training?

['7 4. Are changes and improvements made in a timely manner?.

Comments:
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14. SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

(Continued)

Comments (Continued):
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ATTACHMENT I1-1
SAMPLE TRAINING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Facilityusesa six-phasetrainingsystemtoprovideasystematic
approach to job performance-based training. The training system is based upon the principles of criterion--
referenced instruction. The phases are: Personnel Planning, Analysis, Design, Development, Implementa-
tion, and Evaluation. An overview of the training system is as follows:

Personnel Planning:

• Needs analysis to forecast staffing and training requirements.

Analysis:

• Job analysis (JA) to identify the tasks that comprise a job and selection of the tasks appropriate
for training.

• Task analysis (TA) to define the knowledge and skills required to perform each task.

• Comparison analysis between tasks selected for training and their supporting knowledge and
skills to existing training materials to determine adequacy of coverage.

Design:

• Development/revision of learning objectives based on JA and TA results.

• Selection of instructional strategies for the delivery of training.

• Development/revision of tests that measure the learning objectives.

• Establishment of instructional qualifications.

Development:

• Preparation of program/course descriptions to provide an outline and sequence of training.

• Selection/development of media to support training.

• Development/revision of lesson plans and supporting material.

Implementation:

• Delivery of training.

• Use and maintenance of facilities and training resources.

• Maintenance of training documentation.

_
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ATTACHMENT I1-1
SAMPLE TRAINING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

(Continued)

Evaluation:

• Formative evaluation to assess effectiveness when conducting each phase of the six-phase train-

ing system.

° Program evaluation to measure training effectiveness in meeting the leaming objectives and im-
proving job performance:

- Evaluation of training programs, processes, instructors, and trainees.

- Relevance of training to organizational objectives and job requirements.

- Identification, control, and assessment of plant change actions and operating experience.

• Revision of training materials based on program evaluation feedback.
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ATTACHMENT 11-2
SAMPLE TRAINING PROGRAM REFERENCES

Publication Number Subject

Nuclear Function NFD-5 "Goals and Objectives for Personal Qualification
Directive and Training."

Facility Administrative FAP-ZZ-(D21 "Training Department Organizational Structure,
Procedure Responsibilities, and Procedural Controls for

Contracted Training."

FAP-ZT__ 120 "Administration of Training Programs."

FAP-ZZ,-_125 "Guidelines for the Systematic Approach to
Training."

FAP-ZZ-0126 "Training Manual (training records, instructor
qualifications, training program formats, training
program descriptions)."

Training Department TDP-ZZ,-430001 "Course and Facility Scheduling."
Procedure

TDP-ZZ-00002 "Examination Preparation, Security, Delivery, and
Scoring."

TDP-_3 "Examination Failure, Remedial Training, and
Reexamination."

TDP-7_Z.--(Kg)_ "Instru_:tor Evaluation."

TDP-ZZ-00005 "Systematic Development and Implementation of
Classroom, Laboratory, and Simulator Training."

TDP-ZZ,-00007 "Training Records."

TDP-ZZ,-00008 "Training Waiver Criteria."

TDP-ZZ--00009 "Review and Revision of Training Materials Using

Plant Change Actions and Operating Experience."

TDP-ZZ-00014 "Awareness of Plant Procedures" (including
revisions).

TDP-ZZ--00015 "Instructor Training and Qualification."

Facility Department HDP-_017 "He.,dth Physics Department Procedure Qualifications/
Procedure OJT Program."

RDP-ZZ--00002 "Radwaste Department Qualification/O JT Program."
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ATTACHMENT 11-2
SAMPLE TRAINING PROGRAM REFERENCES

(Continued)

Publication Number Subject

Facility Department CDP-ZY_,-4X)600 "Chemistry DepartmentQualification/OJT Program."
Procedure (Continued)

IDP-ZZ-(XXX)2 "InstrumentandControlDepartment Qualification/
OJTProgram."

MDP-7_Z-70001 "Maintenance Department(mechanical andelectrical)
Qualification/OJTProgram."

NSEP-NS-(X)200 "Shift Technical Advisor Qualification/OJTProgram."

QAP-_230 "Technical Staff Qualification."
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ATTACHMENT 11-3A
INSTRUCTORS' TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS

Trainees Subjects Taught Suggested Instructor Qualifications

Operator/ Academic/Fundamental Successful completion of training/education in
Technician Subjects subjects being taught, at or above the level to be
(O/F) achieved by the trainees,

Reactor OR
Nonreactor Training or experience that provides the instructor

with a knowledge of the duties and responsibilities
of the trainees.

Shift For SS/SM and TS, it is preferred that the
Supervisor/ instructors have a bachelor's degree in
Manager engineering or related science that includes
(SS/SM) courses in the subjects being taught.

Technical Generic Nuclear Power Senior O/T certification for a facility of the same
Staff (TS) facility technology,

OR

Successful completion of Senior O/T training,
including simulator (if applicable), for a facility of
the same type as the trainee's facility.

Operator/ Facility--Specific Senior O/T certification for the trainee's facility,
Technician Technical Information
(0/13 and Applied OR

Fundamentals Successful completion of Senior OfI"training,
Reactor including simulator (if applicable), for the
Nonreactor trainee's facility,

OR

Shift For instructors without facility-specific
Supervisor/ experience, formal training/observation that
Manager emphasizes operations and watchstanding
(SS/SM) practices, shift turnoverprocedures and practices,

use of facility procedures, andnormal facility
Technical evolutions should be completed.
Staff(TS)
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ATTACHMENT 11-3A
INSTRUCTORS' TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS

(Continued)

i

Trainees Subjects Taught Suggested Instructor Qualifications

Technicians Fundamentals and Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects
Nuclear Power Facility being taught, at or above the level to be achieved

Mechanical Technology (for trainee's by the trainees, as evidenced by previous training/
Maintenance facility or similar facility) education and through job performance,

Electrical AND

Maintenance Trainingor experience that provides the instructor
with a knowledge of the duties andresponsibilities

Instrument of the trainees.
and Control

Chemistry

Radiological
Protection

Facility-Specific Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects
being taught, at or above the level to be achieved
by the trainees, as evidenced by previous training/
education and through job performance,

AND

Completion of ali certification requirements for
the senior-level position or duty area of
instructional responsibility at the trainee's facility
or a similar facility,

AND

Training or experience that provides the instructor
with aknowledge of the duties and responsibilities
of the trainees.

Instructors Fundamental or Demonstrated knowledge aridskills in the subjects
Advanced Instructional being taught, at or above the level to be achieved
Skills Training by the trainees, as evidenced by previous training/

education and through job performance.
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ATTACHMENT 11-3B
INSTRUCTORS' TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
, Topics ....... by CourseMaterials

Initial Instructor Training:

Role of instructor D

Principles of instruction O

Assessing trainee entry level i-1

Classroom methods I"!

Presenting classroom instruction !'1
Using lesson plans l"l

Using instructional materials and med_a I"1

Arranging classrooms r-I

Evaluating trainees r-I

Maintaining and using individual trainee and !"1
program records

Other (specify topics) .......
i i iiii ii ii i

i i i

Continuing Instructor Training:

Learning events I'i

Instructional development process I-1

Planning and developing a unit of instruction !-1

Developing lesson plans D

Selecting, developing, and modifying !'1
instructional materials and media

Developing instructional measurement I-1
instruments

Presenting laboratory instruction r'l

Conducting simulator training I--]

Individualizing instruction I"l

Conducting walk-throughs and facility tours r-1

Conducting and evaluating OJT I'-i

Coping with trainee stress D

Counseling trainees r'l

Other (specify topics) ...............
i iii i iiiii
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ATTACHMENT !1--4
SHIFT SUPERVISOR/MANAGER-OPERATOR/TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered

, Suggested Content Areas by Course Materials

Shift Supervisor/Manager:

Supervisorskills instruction I'1
Proceduresandbases I--!

Advanced transient and accident analysis: r'!

Reactorand/orprocessthermal-hydraulics(asapplicable) I'I

Containmentofradioactivity r'l

Accident assessment r'!

Advanced operating practices training:

Facility operations I_
Facility emergency response r-!

In-facility training r-I

Simulator training r-I
Advanced electrical components and systems r'!

Advanced specialized education:

Safety assessment skills r-i
Behavioral sciences r'l

Administrative requirements r'l

Industryexperiences andmodifications training r-I

Operator/Technician:
Facility Fundamentals:

Physical processes D

Piping systems r'!

Major components I-!

Measurement r"l

Water treatment I"!

Plant electrical distribution I"1

Lubrication r'!

Turbines I'!

Compressors Pi

Diesel engines r-I

Pumps and valves D
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ATTACHMENT 11-4
SHIFT SUPERVISOR/MANAGER-OPERATOR/TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Check Items Covered
Suggested Content Areas , , bv Col_rseMaterial_

Operator/Technician (Continued):

Facility Fundamentals(Continued):

Heat exchangers r'l

Ion exchangers r"l

Motors and generators !'1

Specialized Education:

Mathematics r"l

Classical physics r"l

Engineering drawings r-I
Prints and schematics r'!

Electrical science I-1

Instrumentation and control r'!

Nuclear physics, reactor and/or process operations theory [[]

Plant chemistry r'l

Heat transfer and fluid flow r"!

Materials science I"!

Radiation detection r-I

Radiological protection i"1

Supervisory and communications skills I-1

Facility technology, systems, and procedures r-!

Administrative requirements and watchstanding practices I'1

Control Room training r'-I

Basic diagnostics and transient training r"l

Design-basis protection D

Simulator training !"1

Industry experiences and modifications r-'i

(Summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions on the next page.)
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ATTACHMENT 11-4
SHIFT SUPERVISOR/MANAGER-OPERATOR/TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Comments:
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ATTACHMENT 11-5
SHIFT SUPERVISOR/MANAGER-OPERATOR/TECHNICIAN

REQUALIFICATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
.... Suggested Content Areas by Course Materials

Fundamentals Review:

Theory and principles of reactor and/or process operation r'!

Heat transfer, fluid flow, and thermodynamics [:]

Features of facility design I:]

Facility operating characteristics r'l

Instrumentation and control systems [:]

Facility protection systems l-'l

Engineered safety systems r'l

Radiation control and safety, and plant chemistry [:]

Applicable portions of DOE orders r'l

Fuel handling and core parameters r-!

Essential Plant Operations:

Normal, abnormal and emergency procedures [:3

Technical specifications i"1

Administrative procedures, conditions, and limitations r'!

Major operational evolutions l-1

Facility design changes I-'l

Procedure changes I"!

Operating history and problems 1"7

Related nuclear industry operating experience r'l

Accident mitigation r'l

Skills Training:

Reactivity manipulations (if applicable) and facility evolutions r'l

Simulator exercises r'l

Facility drill programs I-'1

Operational Overview:

Facility modification review [=]

lz',a,ql;t,, _n,,1 indusLry nnPratin_ expe_.dence review r'!,_,,,,, A,t a ,. 2 ,_... _.o _" ....... o .......

(Summarizestrongpoints,problemareas,orprogramcontentomissionson thenextpage.)
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ATTACHMENT 11-5
SHIFT SUPERVISOR/MANAGER-OPERATOR/TECHNICIAN

REQUALIFICATION TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Comments"
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ATTACHMENT 11-6
RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
Suggested Content Areas .... bv C9urse Materi_l_

Initial Training:
Basic mathematics:

Algebra ['-I

Mechanics D

Chemistry 1"7

Nuclear physics I"1

Reactor and/or process technology I-1

Basic electricity I"1

Communications !-1

Health physics theory:

Radioactivity and radioactive decay Pi

Sources of radiation Pi

Interaction of radiation with matter I"i

Radiation quantities and units I"!

Biological effects and risks with exposure to ionizing radiation i"1

Counting statistics l"!

Radiation protection standards I'!

External radiation exposure control I"1

Contamination control I-1

Decontamination E]

Airbome radiation control i"!

Respiratory protection 1"1

Radiation surveys L--I

Access control and work monitoring I'-I

Dosimetry 1"7

Radiation materials control [::l

Environmental monitoring r-!
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ATTACHMENT 11-6
RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Check Items Covered
Suggested Content Areas by Course Materials

Initial Training (Continued):

Health physics equipment:

Radiation survey and monitoring instruments I--!

Calibration sources, procedures, and equipment I-!

Radiation monitoring system D

Facility systems !-!

Facility operations and maintenance !"1

Facility procedures I"-1

Accident and incident evaluation and control !-I

Continuing Training:

Facility and industry operating experience I-1

Facility equipment and procedure changes I--!

Refresher training on selected initial training topics !--!

Refresher training on infrequently performed but important tasks I-1

Retraining addressing task performance deficiencies 1"7

(Summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions.)

Comments:
I IIII
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ATTACHMENT 11-7
CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
Suggested Content Areas bYCourse Materials

Initial Training:

Mathematics and science:

Mathematics 1"3

Chemistry r"l

Mechanics, thermodynamics, and fluid flow ['-!

Electricity I"!

Nuclear physics r'!

Reactor _d/or process fundamentals I-'1

Communications 1"3

Facility systems I"1

Facility-specific chemistry:

Water chemistry r'l

Corrosion and corrosion prevention r'!

Water purification l"l

Water chemistry specifications and bases 1-'1

General laboratory safety training r"l

wet chemistry techniques i-'1

Instrumental analyses [-1

Analytical procedures r-1

Sampling procedures and considerations !--]

Quality control program l-1

Radiation Detection and Measurement:

Radioactivity and radioactive decay r'!

Interaction of radiation with matter l-'!

Radiation detection principles !'3

Radiochemistry analysis I--1

Laboratory counting equipment l"'!

Methods tor opumizing analytical accuracy ""I i
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ATTACHMENT 11-7
CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Check Items Covered

Suggested Content Areas by Course Materials

Initial Training (Continued):

Principles of radiation protection:

Radiation quantities and units I'-i

Sources of radiation I"1

Radiation protection standards D

Biological effects and risks with exposure to ionizing radiation I'1

Radiation surveys r'l

Decontamination !"1

Respiratory protection r"l

Dosimetry I-1

Accident chemistry considerations I"-1

Chemistry Department--conduct of operations I"1

Continuing Training:

Facility and industry operating experience I'1

Facility equipment and procedure changes !-'1

Refresher training on selected initial training topics I'!

Refresher training on infrequently performed but important tasks D

Retraining addressing task performance deficiencies !"1

(Summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions.)

Comments:
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ATTACHMENT 11-8
INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
SuggestedContent Areas by Course Materialsi i

Initial Training:

Mathematics and science:

Mathematics r'i

Algebra r'!

Applied geometry I'-I

Applied trigonometry r-!

Mechanics D

Heat transfer !'1

Chemistry D

Reactor and/or process technology r-!

Fundamental calculus r'l

Nuclear physics I'1

Instrument and control technology:

Basic electricity I"1

Basic electronics I'1

Digital electronics r'!

Electrical and electronic troubleshooting I"-1

Electrical maintenance and test equipment I'1

Electrical print reading D

Basic analog process control 1-1

Mechanical print reading r'!

Hand tools and equipment r-!

Principles of radiation detection r"l

Electrical control and protection logic r'!

Fundamental computer theory r-i

Facility-specific training:

Process instrumentation and control devices and equipment I"!

Administrative maintenance and calibration procedures r'!
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ATTACHMENT 11-8
INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Check Items Covered
Suggested Content Areas .._, by Course M_tgri_l_

Initial Training (Continued):

Facility-specific training(Continued):

Facility systems I'!

Surveillance procedures 1"1

Soldering, welding D

Splicing, terminating I"1

Continuing Training:

Facility and industry operating experience r"!

Facility equipment and procedure changes r-I

Refresher training on selected initial training topics D

Refresher training on infrequently performed but important tasks I"i

Retraining addressing task performance deficiencies r'l

(Summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions.)

Comments:
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ATTACHMENT 11-9
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
Suggested Content Areas bYCourse Material_

Initial Training:
Mathematics andscience:

Mathematics I'-I

General physics I-1

Nuclear/steam cycle fundamentals I"1

Fundamentals:

Electrical theory 1"]
Transformers l"]

Motors and generators r'-I
Electronics I"i

Print and schematic reading i"1

Electrical control and protection devices I'1

Safe and proper use of eiectrical tools !'-i

Conduit, cable, and wire I'l

Electrical maintenance techniques I-1

Facility-specific training:

Reactor and/or process familiarization I"1

Facility electrical systems I'l
Facility mechanical systems I'1
Procedures !'1

Electrical measurement and test equipment I-'!

Communications I"1

Continuing Training:

Facility and industry operating experience !"-1

Facility equipment and procedure changes I'-1

Refresher training on selected initial training topics I"1

Refresher training on infrequently performed but important tasks O

Retraining addressing task performance deficiencies i-'l

(Summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions on the next page.)
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ATTACHMENT 11-9
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Comments:
i
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ATTACHMENT I1-10
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check ItemsCovered
Suggested Content Areas , bv Course Material|

Initial Training:
Mathematics and science:

Mathematics r-!

General physics r-I

Heat transfer I'1

Corrosion chemistry i"!

Properties of materials r-!

Fundamentals:

Mechanical print reading D

Tools r'!

Rigging, scaffolding, cranes r'l

Mechanical equipment and components r'l

Facility-specific training:

Reactor and/or process familiarization r-1

Systems r'l

Procedures r-!

Communications I"1

Continuing Training:

Facility and industry operating experience r'l

Facility equipment and procedure changes r-I

Refresher training on selected initial training topics r-'!

Refresher training on infrequently performed but D
important tasks

Retraining addressing task performance deficiencies r-!

(summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions on the next page.)
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ATTACHMENT I1-10
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Comments:
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ATTACHMENT I1-11
TECHNICAL STAFF

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA

Check Items Covered
, Suggested Content Areas bv Course Materials

Initial Training:

Facilityandcorporateorganization D

Nuclearcycleoverviewa r"l

Facilityapplications(asapplicable):

Heat transfer, fluid flow, and thermodynamics r-!

Electrical science L'I

Material science I-i

Nuclear reactor physics I"1

Chemistry/chemistry controls I"1

Process controls r'i

Facility systems and components D

Facility operations, simulator training (as applicable):

DOE orders and directives r'!

Codes and standards overview [-I

QA/QC practices !-1

Facility document system 1"3

Maintenance control r"]

Material contrcl r'!

Modification control r-!

ALARA program I-1

Radwaste reduction program i"I

Continuing Training:

Facility and industry operating experience r'!

Facility equipment changes r-1

Refresher training on selected initial training topics D

(Summarize strong points, problem areas, or program content omissions on the next page.)

a. This overview should include:

• A description of the mission of other DOE fuel and weapons facilities
• A description of the relationship between the facility and those described above.
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ATTACHMENT I1-11
TECHNICAL STAFF

TRAINING PROGRAM CRITERIA
(Continued)

Comments:
i
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ATTACHMENT 11-12
RADIATION CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN

The Facility's Radiation Chemistry Technician Trahaing Program is a combined program

addressing both Chemistry Technician and Radiological Protection Technician duties. The training program
consists of approximately 18 weeks of classroom and laboratory training at the Training Center and 5 weeks
of site-training at the Facility. On-the-job training at the facility is presented over a 2-year

period.

- The entry requirement for the program is a high school diploma or equivalent. Ten Training Center in-
structors mad three Facility instructors support the Radiation Chemistry Technician Training

Program.

Continuing training is presented at and at the Training Center and is designed to address:

- • Facility and industry operating experience

• Facility equipment and procedure changes

• Retraining in areas of demonstrated performance weaknesses

• Refresher training on selected initial training topics

• Refresher training on infrequently performed but important tasks.

Ali 35 technicians are scheduled to attend approximately 10 days of formal continuing training per year. A
required reading program and documented weekly department meetings supplement classroom-based
continuing training. Facilit)" subject matter experts may act as guest lecturers to present specialized, continu-
ing training topics.
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ATTACHMENT I1-12
RADIATION CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN

(Continued)

At a predetermined time during the classroom training schedule, the trainee will spend approximately
4 weeks at Facility practicing facility-specific dudes.

CLASSROOM TRAINING

Setting
Program Component (duration) Topics

Facility Orientation Facility GET, systems overview
(6 days)

General Fundamentals Classroom Mathematics, basic physics radiation theory,

(4 weeks) biological effects, radiation instruments

General Chemistry Classroom/ Chemistry, water treatment, radiochemistry,
Laboratory chemical instrumentation, chemistry controls,
(7-12 weeks) postaccident sampling, lab safety, quality control

General Radiological Classroom/ Radiological applications, air sampling, respiratory
Protection Laboratory protection, internal and external dosimetry, ALARA

(6 weeks) concepts, radiation work permits, waste shipping,
regulations, emergency plan

Site-Specific Facility Plant systems, administrative procedures, reactor
Classroom theory; heat transfer, thermodynamics, and fluid
(5 weeks) flow; chemistry limits, liquid releases, monitors/

analyzers, mitigating core damage, radioactive
sources, respiratory fit testing, radioactive material

shipment, emergency plan, fire brigade, sampling
systems

On-the-Job Training a Facility Task qualification
(OJT) (6 weeks)

Oral Board Facility Oral evaluation to review qualification

a. The balance of OJT task qualifications are completed as assigned over an approximate 2-year period.

!
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ATTACHMENT 11-14
TRAINING MATERIALS REVIEW CHECKLIST

---CLASSROOM LESSON PLANS

Lesson Plans and Numbers:

i, ii

Are the objectives appropriate
for classroom training?

Are the objectives/lesson plan
contents sequenced properly?

iJ i i ii r¢_ i

Do the learning objectives
describe skills and knowledge
appropriate for the position?

i,,, , i i i ii i i | i i i

Do the lesson plan contents
support the learning objectives?

, ,,, ,

Do the lesson plans include
adequate teaching and evaluation
methods?

i ,, m

Do the lesson contents include
industry events, facility events,
other experience-related items?

i

Comments:
,i

..,,. , i , .

, , .,,,

, , i

' .I,'
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ATTACHMENT 11-15
TRAINING MATERIALS REVIEW CHECKLIST
--OJT QUALIFICATION CARDS AND GUIDES

Qualification Cards and Numbers
i

ii i ill

Does the qualificationcard reflect
actual task, skill, and knowledge
requirements?

Does the qualification card or OJT
procedure(s) provide adequate
guidance for trainees and
trainers/evaluators?

Does the qualification card or OJT
guide provide definite acceptance
criteria to ensure consistency
of evaluations?

i

Does the OJT program include
a "core" of items that must be
performed as part of the
qualifications?

Comments:

i
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ATTACHMENT I!-16
TRAINING MATERIALS REVIEW CHECKLIST

--LABORATORY GUIDES

Exercise Guides and Numbers
'" , '!_" ,

Does the guide include
appropriate performance items
and learning objectives?

Are the objectives appropriate
for laboratory training?

i

Do the exercises reflect actual
facility conditions and use
actual facility equipment?

Do the exercise guides discuss
differences between facility
and training equipment?

Are the exercises organized and
sequenced to provide effective,
consistent training?

Do the exercise guides provide
for effective and consistent
trainee evaluation?

Comments:
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ATTACHMENT 11-17
FACILITY AND INDUSTRY EVENTS TRACKING

Events
i

Has the EVENT been
incorporated into
initial training?

Has the EVENT been
incorporated into
continuing training?

i

Date EVENT was
incorporated (if
possible to determine)

i

Was case study method
used?

Date of training

Case study should include the following elements:

1. Appreciation of the fact that the event occurred and has die potential to recur

2. Description of the event and factors affecting the event (including where it occurred)

3. The sequence of events

4. An understanding of the following types of items:

a. Early indications that the event had occurred or was about to occur

b. Cause(s) of the event

c. Factors that affect the severity of the event

d. Lessons learned from the event

e. Facility-specific corrective actions to prevent occurrence of this or similar event

f. Facility-specific actions to mitigate the severity of the event if it did eccur.
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ATTACHMENT I1-18
FACILITY MODIFICATiON/PROCEDURE CHANGES TRACKING

Mo_Icmlons
i i ,ml =, i: ,-r_ i i , i i

, ,, ii i , iii i ,, ,,r

Modification/procedure
change number and title

i lllll i •

Has the modification/
procedure change been
incorporated into
continuing training?

, ,,, ,,,.,,d ,, , ,, ._ : _

Date of modification or
procedure change

Date of training

Comments:

, i

i
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ATTACHMENT I1-19
LESSON PLANS CHECKLIST

Lesson Plans and Numbers

Properly sequenced learning
objectives ii

Outline of effective,
consistent, training guidance

Learning activities

References and texts

Use of audiovisual materials

Use of handouts

Trainee assignments

Instructor activities
i

Test schedule and use

Content covering scope of
objectives

Current materials

Approval signatures
i i

Comments:

i,
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ATTACHMENT 11-20
LABORATORY GUIDE CHECKLIST

......

Laboratory Guides and Numbers
iii ,,|

Learning objectives

Outline of effective,
consistent, training guidance

Learning activities
i

Equipment/tool
scheduling and use

,=, ,i ,i

References and texts

Evaluation instruments

Content covering objectives

Current material
i

Approval signatures
, = i

Comments:

j i i ,i ,,
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ATTACHMENT 11-21
OJT GUIDE CHECKLIST

OJT Guides and Numbers
• I'," ,' _ ,,, ' ',"

,, • , ,

Properly sequenced
objectives

Effective, consistent,
guidance for (a) trainer
and (b) trainee

Learning activities (e.g.,
observation, participation,
demonstration)

=,, . i ,., i ,

Equipment scheduling and
use

Safety considerations

References and texts
,1,|| , i

Evaluation instruments

Content covering objectives

Current material
,.i , i i

Approval signatures
|1

Comments:

r ''' ' I ' ''' ''== ' '"'
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ATTACHMENT 11-22
SIMULATOR GUIDE CHECKLIST

Simulator Guides and Numbers
• i i . II

ii li.li I Ill

Properly sequenced learning
objectives

li ii i i

Outline of effective,
consistent, training guidance

i ii

Learning activities
. . ii

References and texts
i.i ql

Initial facility conditions
iii i

Shift turnover information
, . i ii

System/equipment operating
systems

....... ii i

Correct responses to
exercise(s)

i

Malfunctions to be inserted
i i ii,

Expected conditions at end
of exercise

i,.i i •

Evaluation instruments
ii ,,

Checklist to evaluate individ-
ual and team performance

i ii ,i

Content covering objectives
, , ,,,

Current materials
i

Approval signatures
,, ,i

Comments:

I ......... i I
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ATTACHMENT 11-23
INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

(Continued)

Comments:

TT 1"71A ,I.-- ,I. #
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ATTACHMENT 11-23
INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

(Continued)

Comments (Continued):
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ATTACHMENT 11-24
OJT AND LABORATORY TRAINING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

Facility: ,, Program: ....

Instructor: Trainee: Date:

Task: Task function observed (c_eck one):

l-] P(Performed) ["I S (Simulated) I"70(Observed) l--I D(Discussed)

You may not be able to observe all of the areas on this checklist, so be prepared to address these
topics through other means (interviews, trainee feedback forms, records, etc.) Check "Yes," "No," or
"N/O" (Not Observed) for each item:

I. Preparation: Ye__.s.s N__g.o NIP

a. Was the instructor trained/designated to conduct OJT, use the !""i I"-I
laboratory, and to perform evaluations?

b. Was the instructor prepared? [-'1

c. Were the trainee prerequisites checked/completed? I"'!

d. Were procedures, precautions, and limitations reviewed and/or I'"1 I"'l
discussed in advance?

e. Were materials prepared in advance? i--7 I"'! [_

2. Presentation: Yes No N/O
I m amaiIimli

a. Were the objectives understood by both the trainee and the I"'l I-"1
insUuctor?

b. Did the instructor demonstrate the task? I--'! I""1

c. Did the instructor use proper instructional techniques, in I--"! !"'!
accordance with facility OH"or laboratory training procedures?

d. Did the instructor use proper work techniques, tools, and [--I [--i ['-'i
procedures?

e. Was the training performed under appropriate conditions for the [-"1 I"--1 1"7
task?

3. Trainee Practice: Yes No N/O

a. Did the trainee practice the task? 1--'1 I"i [-'1

b. Did the instructor supervise/aid the trainee during practice to 1--1
ensure the trainee used proper techniques, tools, and procedures?
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ATTACHMENT 11-24
OJT AND LABORATORY TRAINING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

(Continued)

4. Performance Evaluation: Yes No N/O

a. Did conditions/equipment reflect actual conditions or simulate
them as much as possible?

b. Did the trainee perform the task without help? [-'] [--']

c. Were defined standards used to evaluate the trainee's performance I-7
[e.g., qualification card, procedures, job performance measure
(JPM)]?

d. Did the evaluator ask pertinent ques_ons during the task
performance?

e. Did knowledge checkouts use preestablished guidelines, [--7 i-'1
including acceptable standards?

5. Remediation: Ye....._.s N.....oo N/_._QO

a. Did the evaluator give appropriate feedback? 1"-1 ['-I

b. Did the evaluator provide/arrange remedial training, as necessary? I"-! I-"l

6. Cleanup/Documentation: Ye.....& N_..._o N/___QO

a. Did the instructor/evaluator document the completion of
training, evaluation, and/or remedial training?

b. Were tools and equipment returned to the original/proper I--I I"-I
conditions?

c. Were all training documents/records completed correctly? I--I

Comments:
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ATTACHMENT 11-25
SIMULATOR TRAINING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

Facility: Program: , , ,
Instructor: Trainee: Date:

Task: Task function observed (check one):

17 P (Performed) I-1 S (Simulated) l'l O (Observed) ["1 D (Discussed)

You may not be able to observe ali of the areas on this checklist, so be prepared to address these
topics through other means (interviews, trainee feedback forms, records, etc.) Check "Yes,.... No," or
"N/O" ('Not Observed) for each item:

1. Preparation: Ye...__s N__.o.o N/O

a. Was the instructor trained/designated to conduct simulator 1"--I 1"7
training?

b. Was the instructor prepared? 1"7 ["-1 1-7

c. Werethe trainee prerequisites checked/completed? I--"!

d. Were procedures, precautions, and limitations reviewed and/or ["7 I"'] I--7
discussed in advance?

e. Were materials prepared in advance? 1_ _ I--"1

f. Was the instructor provided with sufficient preparation time? ["7 F-I [-"]

2. Presentation: Yes No N/O

a. Werethe objectives understood by both the trainee and the I"-I I"i !'-'1
instructor?.

b. Did the instructor demonstrate the task? 1"7 ["7 1"-!

c. Did the instructor use proper instructional techniques, in [--I ["-I [[[]
accordance with facility simulator training procedures?

d. Did the instructor use proper work techniques, tools, and
procedures?

e. Was the training performed under appropriate conditions for the ["'! ["-I !'7
task?

f. Did the instructor make effective use of the simulator capabilities i"'! [-'7 r'!
such as freeze, runback, record play, etc.?

g. Was role playing used by the instructor to promote a real facility !--"! I""1 I-"I
atmosphere?

h. Was the simulator operated in accordance with approved I""i 1"-7 !"'I
directions or procedures?

i. Were standards of facility conduct used in the simulator?. ['--I ["-I 1"7
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ATTACHMENT 11-25
SIMULATOR TRAINING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

(Continued)

3. Trainee Practice: Ye......_sN__0o N/_._Q.O

a. Did the trainee practice the task? ["'1

b. Did the instructor su_rvise/aid the trainee during practice to ['-'i
ensure the trainee used proper techniques, tools, and procedures?

c. Were trainees encouraged to routinely practice proper:

(1) Watch-standing techniques? !-"1

(2) Communications? I'-'1

(3) Use of procedures? _ [-7

(4) Indication monitoring? I-"! [-']
(5) Log keeping?

(6) Formality? I--7 I--I

4. Performance Evaluation: Ye....__sN._.o.o N/.__O

a. Did conditions/equipment reflect actual conditions or simulate 1--7 I--']
them as much as possible?

b. Did the trainee perform the task without help?

c. Were defined standards used to evaluate the trainee's performance 1--7
(e.g., qualification card, procedures, JPM)?

d. Did the evaluator ask pertinent questions during the task l-"l I--7 I"-1
performance?

e. Did knowledge checkouts use preestablished guidelines, i'--'1
including acceptable standards?

f. Did simulator drill exercises include the facility team/emergency
operations facility/technical support center interface?

g. Did the instructor adequately monitor and make notes to aid them
in conducting postexercise critiques?

h. Were operator knowledge weaknesses identified and corrected by !'-'1 ["!
the instructor?.

Comments:
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CHAPTER I!1
TRAINING PROGRAM ACCREDITATION

PLAN GUIDELINES

The TrainingAccreditationProgramPlanestablishestheobjectivesandcriteriaagainstwhich DOE nu-
clearfacilitytrainingisevaluatedforaccreditation.Ali trainingprogramsareevaluatedagainsttheaccredi-
tation objectivesandcriteria by facility personnelduring the self-evaluation process.From this
self--evaluation,decisionsarcmadebythe contractoraddressingthescopeof worktobeperformedinorder
toupgradeanydeficienciesnotedin their trainingprograms.Thisscopeof work is formallydocumentedin
theTrainingProgramAccreditationPlanwhichis submittedto the localFieldOrganizationandcognizant
programofficeforapprovalandNE--1forconcurrence,This planthenbecomesthedocumentwhichguides
accreditationeffortsfor thecontractor.

This guidelinehasbeendevelopedto assistthecontractorin thepreparationandwritingof theTraining
ProgramAccreditationPlan.Useof thisguidelinewill provideconsistencyin planformatandcontentand
wiUaidin thedevelopmentandreviewof plansbyDOE anditscontractors,lt isexpectedthat variationswiU
berequiredtomeetspecificfacilitysituations.If variationsarerequired,theTrainingProgramAccreditation
Staffcanprovideguidanceduringpreparationof theplan.
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INITIAL SELF-EVALUATION

Input for the Training Program Accreditation Plan is provided from a thorough and critical self-
evaluation of facility training programs, organizational structure, policies, and procedures. Training con-
ducted by the facility, as well as that conducted by subcontractors, should be reviewed. On-the-job training
is usually a major part of a training program and should be reviewed as thoroughly as the training organiza-
tion activities.

Conductingthe self-evaluation is a team effort requiring proper planning and preparation. Facility line
management, supervisors, and the work force should be active participants. Before beginning the self-
evaluation, ali participants in the training process should be familiar with the accreditation objectives and
criteria, and the accreditation process, and should be knowledgeable about their roles in the self--evaluation.

,_ It is necessary to utilize the Contractor Self-Evaluation Report and Guidelines contained in Chapter I
while conducting the self-evaluation. Training programs and activities are first compared with accreditation
objectives and criteria. The strengths and weaknesses of the facility's training are then identified and docu-
mented for internal planning purposes. Solutions and action plans for the problems that are identified are
developed and documented in the Training Program Accreditation Plan. Additional questions considered
while addressing the accreditation objectives and criteria are:

• What is the training program specifically attempting to accomplish?

• What knowledge and skills must personnel possess and how are they identified?

• Is the training program effectively designed to enablefacility personnel to acquire the knowledge
- andskills?

• What are the strengths and successes of the training program?

• What are the weaknesses, limitations, and inadequacies? (For example, do the results of the train-
ing program meet the needs of operations management? Are they satisfied with the product?)

The Training Program Accreditation Plan must be implemented with action plans in place and problem
resolution nearing completion, prior to forwarding a formal Contractor Self-Evaluation Report to the Field
Organization Accreditation Coordinator. The Training Program Accreditation Staff will provide consulta-
tion and guidance either by phone or by on-site assist visits, if necessary.

• Training Program Accreditation Plan Preparationand Format--The following guidance is of-
fered for preparation and format of the Training Program Accreditation Plan:

• Cover Page--Complete a cover page for the Training Program Accreditation Plan using the
"Suggested Cover Page" (Attachment III-1) as a guide.

• Table of Contents--The cover page should be followed by a table of contents, with related exam-
pies of attachment forms grouped at the ends of each chapter.

• Definitions---Any terms or words used in the document which are not likely to be known by non-
facility personnel should be defined and included in this section.
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• Abstract--The abstract should be a brief description of the facility and its purpose. A statement
of the scope of this plan should be included in the Abstract, for example:

- This plan, when implemented, will meet all requirements of the Training Program Accredi-
tation Manual for each training program designated in the plan. It identifies short- and
long-term development efforts necessary to meet the objectives and criteriafor all accredi-
table programs.

• Introduetiorr--The introduction should include a statement of DOE/contractor commitment to
maintain safe and efficient operations, and the importance of training in that effort. List any refer-
ence material utilized in preparing the Training Program Accreditation Plan and discuss special
considerations and the intent of the document.

• Applicatiotr--List ali positions at the facility that fall under each of the nine training p_grams
listed in TAP 1, Chapter I, Scope. For those positions that the facility does not want to be part of
the accreditation process, a description of tlaerationale for nonselection should be provided. This
rationale should be based on the following considerations:

- Impact on facility and public safety

- Degree of facility-specific knowledge required

- Number of personnel in the position

- Existence of well--defined industry or professional programs

- Applicability of the position to the facility

- Degree to which the position is supervised.

• Status of Training Administratiorr--The status of the overall organization and facility training
policies and procedures that describe the philosophy and approach to training with respect to the
accreditation objectives and criteria should be evaluated. The written description should include
a summary of the strengths and weaknesses and the projected scope of work required to address
each objective.

• Status of Individual Programs--The status of each program as it compares with the accreditation
objectives and criteria should be evaluated and described individually. The written description
for each program should include:

- Position descriptions, requirements, and responsibilities

- Summary of strengths and weaknesses

- Projected scope of work to address weaknesses and achieve accreditation

- Manpower projections (including that necessary to provide incumbent retraining and/or
remediation)

- Facility upgrade projections
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- Material projections

- Projections to maintain accreditation

- Milestones and mechanism used to track accreditation efforts.

• AccreditationPlan Summary_The Summaryincorporates ali program accreditation efforts. The
Summary should discuss how the manpower, facility, and material needs identified are to be
funded. Milestones reflecting major efforts or phased training program accreditation should be
included. It is recommended that a Gannt bar chart or a similar type of schedule, that reflects
these efforts, be prepared and attached to the Training Program Accreditation Plan.

• ApprovalofTrainingProgramAccreditationPlanmFoUowingpreparationoftheTrainingPro-
gramAccreditationPlan,theresponsibleHeadoftheFieldOrganizationandcognizantProgram
SeniorOfficialmvstreviewandapproveit.Upon approvalandNE,-Iconcurrence,theplanis
formallyineffectandshallguidetheaccreditationeffortsforthecontractor.
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ATTACHMENT Iii-1
SUGGESTED COVER PAGE

TRAINING PROGRAM ACCREDITATION PLAN

(CONTRACTOR NAME)
(FACILITY TITLE)

(COGNIZANT DOE FIELD ORGANIZATION)

Submitted:
(Training Manager) (Date)

Approved:
(Facility Manager) (Date)

(Head of Field Organization) (Date)

(DOE Headquarters) (Date)

Concurrence:
(NE-1) (Date)
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